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Performance appraisal sample comments productivity

By Ken Lloyd If your employees have different levels of productivity and slack, you need to know how to evaluate your employees' assessment phrases. In order for written feedback on your assessment to have a heated effect, you need to focus on individual performance factors that determine the quality and quantity of your employees' work. The best strategy is to include
targeted phrases that empower employees to maintain good work in key areas, while encouraging employees to focus more cautiously on the quality and quantity of their work where needed. Extraordinary Productivity: Consistently exceeding expectations Of Producing incredible high-quality work volumes Inspires others with its output Setting new standards for productivity Putting
productivity in productivity Monitoring productivity and implementing the necessary improvements Always looking for opportunities to be more productive Dazzles everyone with the quality and quantity of his work Is minded productivity Considers productivity as a top priority Generating great productivity from others Identifying and implementing measures to improve responsible
output for large increases in department productivity Always goes further(-rock) Fully understanding the figures behind hard work productivity and the operational work of the Smart Streamlines department Raise the bar for everyone Energized by the challenges that will derail others Offering excellent recommendations To increase Outstanding Productivity: Frequently exceeding
productively Driven expectations That are highly productive Have increased personal output Giving recommendations that boost productivity Serve as an excellent role model of productive behavior Focusing on the public as well as productivity Is productive under less than perfect circumstances Making others more productively Generate and implement creative ideas Works
directly with others to increase their productivity Eager to learn about ways to be more productive By quickly combining new knowledge to build Turn Productivity challenges into opportunities Is outstanding manufacturer Is productive beyond the standard requirements of taking any single task leads to the success of the XYZ project through its efforts : Meeting expectations Of
Producing strong quality and work quantity Helps others work better Share insights to increase productivity Working with teams to build output Has increased its productivity Understanding how to produce more Puts in extra hours to get the desired results Build productivity well organized Full need for more productivity Is a productivity knowledge store house Is more than talking
about productivity: Sometimes failing to meet expectations It's sporadic with its output Often uneetermined with its productivity Can work hard, but inconsistently Can be more productive Tending to set bars too low Doesn't do consistent efforts Can meet signs in terms of productivity, but inconsistencies Can be more productive Can be more productive , but Falling blames short
productivity problems in others Bogs down performance and productivity with his misconduct actions Spending too much time on low priority tasks Works reactively rather than proactively trying to do enough to get by Is an amateur in the world of productivity Setting aside quality talk about working productively, but rarely do so unsatisfactory: Consistently failing to meet
expectations of slipping in terms of his personal productivity Distracted by non-work issues Not focused on energy and attention quite the work to be done Sets a low goal and fails to meet they Don't consider productivity as the priority of Seeing his personal output slips and there's nothing to stop him Interfering with the performance of others Displaying annoying or disturbing
behavior Often necessarydo His work Rarely comes out of first gear Considering productivity as anxiety others Take inappropriate or reckless shortcuts Showing little interest in becoming More productive Failing to fully engage in projects Ignoring proposals to build Speed Extraordinary productivity time: Consistently exceeding expectations Does time management scholars Are
timely and targets with his work Generating more than an hour of productivity in an hour Are excellent for prioritising work Helping others manage time Building time management skills of employees Streamline tasks and processes Have a great sense of time and time Never miss the deadline Meet the deadline Like The Work His time Planning a job, and then working plan Has a
high level of expertise in time management, and using it on each project Completes most initial projects and all projects on time It is sensitive to time demand and constraints others Produce on time, high-quality work Knows when and how to delegation Excellently: Frequently exceeding expectations of coordinating projects to meet the final dates of developing plans and realistic
schedules ensure the whole team is timely done and when to do it Pay attention to the priority of Managing time rather than letting her manage her No procrastinate Stays on schedule or earlier than it never loses sight of time constraints Is brilliant to estimate the time it takes for successful projects to get more done in less time Is timely in all aspects of employment Maintaining
flexibility to take onto tasks Deadline Not to miss out on deadline delegate work and follow-up as needed Fully competent: Fulfilling expectations Completed work on time Avoid timely Avoiding time washing up suitable priorities Developing a schedule that can be used Know what to do and not do effectively assign work to others Keeping a commitment to get the work done
Premium Places on planning Keeping projects on schedule Delivering decisions on Time Tracks projects proven time management by philosophy that time is money Making a commitment to deadlines and making sure they Watch the time, non-marginal hours: Sometimes failing to meet the expectations of Treating deadlines as if they were the option of Devoting too much time for
secondary-tier things Rarely complete a given task on time Always feels the work that many tasks need to be delegiblely drawn into secondary tasks Too quickly to set aside important projects at random , best, with planning Is late with major projects but timely with small people Surprising others when timely work sometimes meets deadlines but with the quality in question Already
too late with too much unsatisfactory work: Consistent failing to meet the expected waste of time on places procrastination low ticket items over performance Allows work to sort Out Always falls behind Still yet to meet waiting deadlines until the final moments Ignore coaching doesn't pay enough attention to the requirements those waiting for his work Consistently fail to make the
best use of time Spent too many reasons time on time management as a waste of time Uninterrupted time in time management tools or absurd Taste programs immediately Managing time such as pinball Examples Of Positive Comments Productivity Assessment Completing high quantities of work that often exceeds expectations Will complete work beyond their job descriptions
when appropriate are employees Efficient and effective responding to customers Doesn't waste time on insoficient details Of Productivity Assessment Comments Works at a slow pace that affects businesses Often leaves duties for others to complete Failing to make important contributions Not completing work assigned on time Not to change work before Gena's deadline unites
people to End Rental Agreements Due to Lack of Financial Resources suitable to his teammates. ✓ He has created a team that works together to finish the project faster. ✓ He helps colleagues with their job even if they are beyond direct responsibility. ✓ He always helps colleagues who face difficulties with their job. ✓ He cautioned that the tasks allocated by each team member
are best for them. ✓ He has a broad skill set and even though he has some disadvantages, always ask for help from the appropriate friends when needed. ✓ He has built multiple working relationships needed to get the job done. ✓ He has a good relationship with all his friends. They are all helpful when needed. ✓ He helped other employees despite being undeterred. ✓ The
team he created was a good example to follow by others. ✓ He encouraged cooperation across organizations well. ✓ He addresses all tasks he is assigned and also take on additional tasks. ✓ He encouraged cooperation well to ensure staff work as a team to meet the deadline. ✓ He encouraged people to work together to achieve the same goals. ✓ he puts on getting the job
done in front of his own interests. ✓ He worked well with colleagues, staff, managers, and other team members. ✓ He clearly understood that to complete the projects was a team effort. He is always ready to help others when needed. ✓ He connected his staff together well to create a team's first environment. ✓ He promotes a team-centered environment. ✓ He is a proven team
player. ✓ He is an asset that can effectively cooperate with other teams and departments. ✓ He did what it takes to get the job done. He also took on additional tasks. ✓ He ensures colleagues coordinate to meet deadlines and work effectively as a team. ✓ He encouraged people to work together towards a common goal. ✓ He gave himself to make sure the job was done well. ✓
He offers help with a beleaque. ✓ He made a positive contribution to morality. ✓ He received positive constructive criticism. ✓ He shows sensitivity and consideration to the feelings of others. ✓ He created a positive and inclusive work environment. ✓ He is a strong team player; that is humble and says that projects are a total achievement of the team. ✓ He built solidarity
between members of his team to enhance team spirit. ✓ He is one of the top staff who works well with teams and other parts. ✓ He always tries his best to complete his duties, even these tasks do not belong to him. ✓ He brings individuals together to meet deadlines and perform tasks efficiently. ✓ he can be calculated to carry out the task carefully follow-up and follow-up. ✓ He
helped form an alliance between his staff and fostered the first team environment. ✓ He excels at any project he is involved in because of his ability to form an effective team. ✓ He can bring different groups together even in the most difficult situations. ✓ He will do whatever is necessary to get the job done, even taking on additional tasks that are not hiss. Under Current
Expectations ✗ he is not a willing team player and prefers to work individually. ✗ He was unwilling to help a colleague, even when asked. ✗ He is professional in his work but is unwilling to advise others. ✗ Unwilling to provide assistance when requested. ✗ He has no skill is required to complete the work and are unwilling to find someone who does it. ✗ He has not joined the
group even after being required. ✗ He did not communicate with other employees nor helpful when asked. ✗ he didn't want to hear or take on the wealth of advice given to him. ✗ despite being a member of the team, he did not complete the allocated task. ✗ Although there are plenty of invitations to join the team, he prefers to work alone. ✗ he did not allow his staff to assist
other departments. ✗ He didn't help anyone else when they needed it. ✗ He doesn't see work as a team and prefer to go it alone. ✗ He doesn't provide a team-centered support environment. ✗ He can't do his team towards organizational goals. ✗ He showed himself as a person who didn't want to work with others. ✗ she did not share the main information with colleagues
because she feared she would be marginalised. ✗ She is known as hot-tempted with her friends. ✗ He is the least likely to offer help when needed. ✗ He shows a desire to avoid working with others. ✗ He is very good at carrying out individual tasks but is weaker when needed to work in a team or with colleagues. ✗ He easily takes on new tasks well but fails to communicate with
and train others who may also be required to take them. ✗ He consistently failed to be an effective team player. He needs to improve teamwork in the coming months. ✗ He was careful and fearful of the confrontation that led to him becoming inverse to take risks. ✗ He was easily disappointed when not offered help when he felt he needed it. He didn't help anyone else. ✗ He was
too focused on finding new ways to accomplish something rather than collaborating with others in an already well-tested and well-defined process. ✗ He tends to complain about his lack of resources and staff rather than make do with what he has ✗ He tends to be far and inaccessible. His colleagues hesitate to ask for help because of standoffishness. ✗ he needs to be aware
when he is supposed to offer help to others at work. ✗ He displays non-cooperation attitudes. ✗ He doesn't want to share team work or responsibilities with others. ✗ He was unwilling to establish good relations with other teams and was not open-minded. ✗ Communications team is poorly meaning his team meetings are rarely effective. ✗ been promoted to supervisor, he has
been too busy to help his employees when they need extra sets of hands to help. This assertiveness to offer assistance promotes a selfish work environment. ✗ He is careful and prefers to avoid confrontation. He is unlikely to publicly risk this conflict by helping someone. Meet or Exceed Expectations ✓ He works until work is complete. He's very result-oriented. ✓ He is self-
motivated and strives to complete all his tasks in a timely manner. ✓ He's a big picture thinker. He continues to strive to expand the company's horizons. ✓ Has a thirst for skills and knowledge. He always challenges himself to perform his duties at the best standards. ✓ He is seeking new challenges that will expand his experience. ✓ He coordinates his goals with those
companies. ✓ He didn't a lot of directions from above. He has a strong work ethic. ProsperForms — set up a form and start receiving submissions from your colleagues in minutes. 100+ available forms: reports, logs, requests, etc. or self-build. View and manage submissions on Timeline and Dashboard screens, generate PDF reports. Started ✓ He always expects problems and
creative thinking During the day. ✓ He was willing and often didn't stay late until his goal was met. ✓ He is a member of perfection. He didn't stop until he had produced brilliant results. ✓ He showed significant interest in the project and he always generated new ideas. ✓ He dresses professionally. ✓ He is always honest and reliable when working with others. ✓ He often
motivates others on the team. ✓ He has a high level of professional knowledge in his job. ✓ He strictly complies with company regulations. ✓ He presents himself well. ✓ He exceeded the company's expectations. ✓ He remains calm and sweating under high pressure. ✓ He has a friendly and friendly character. ✓ He strictly complies with company regulations. ✓ He maintains a
polite demeanor and appearance. ✓ He fully fulfilled the company's expectations. ✓ He has the ability to stay calm under pressure. ✓ His behaviour is warm and friendly. Under expectations ✗ was often late to work and could not provide acceptable excuses. ✗ He failed to carry out the necessary tasks. ✗ he took an excessive break and refused to perform his duties. ✗ He often
tries to leave the workplace early. ✗ He speaks excessively and this distracts himself and his friends. Its lack of focus means the task takes longer than it should. ✗ Not willing to work any overtime work at all beyond the 40-hour working week he contracted. ✗ he seized any opportunities to avoid work and procrastinate. The break twice as long as they should be. ✗ he failed to
show any real interest in his job. ✗ He failed to ensure that his work complied with relevant quality standards. ✗ he violates the company's internal code of ethics. ✗ He rarely complies with applicable sanitary standards. ✗ His attitude is too forlly. ✗ She failed to make any attempts to improve her performance, ✗ was frequently late to work and dressed improperly. ✗ he refused to
assume responsibility for self-development. ✗ she couldn't separate her work and personal life. ✗ Be Dishonest when reporting statistics for cheating and misleading others. ✗ he was unable to develop a performance improvement strategy. ✗ She is rarely on time and her appearance is messy. ✗ he refused to assume responsibility for self-development. Meeting or Exceeding
Expectations ✓ maintains a positive outlook and this is appreciated when deciding in difficult situations. ✓ the most special quality is his positive attitude. ✓ His positive attitude and willingness to share his positive thoughts on any situation is highly appreciated. ✓ He actively encouraged his colleagues. He created an environment that empowers mutual trust. ✓ His attitude is
always appropriate. Him positive demeanor. ✓ He thrived under pressure and brought the team together. ✓ He has a likeable and funny character who creates a positive atmosphere. ✓ He always highlights positive under any circumstances. ✓ He has a positive attitude that clearly shows his excitement over what is Do. ✓ He arrived immediately every day. ✓ his effective
leadership allows the management of his team's time and presence to be among the best in the company. ✓ His team faces many challenges in scheduling but he ensures adequate levels of staffing at all times. ✓ his performance is always reliable and he follows his work schedule well. ✓ His schedule does not indicate any issues and good presence is in standard policy. ✓ He
ensures his staff comply with scheduled breaks and lunchtime. ✓ His presence and assertiveness are within the company's guidelines. ✓ He starts every day fully refreshing and ready for any challenges. ✓ Has given good attention to time carers this year and consistently timely. ✓ He made sure the meeting was open and ended in a timely manner. ✓ He plans his time well first.
✓ He was on time and consistently arrived at the meeting on time. ✓ He arrived at the meeting on time and was well prepared. ✓ He achieved a perfect presence over a period of time. ✓ He adheres to company policies when scheduling time ✓. ✓ He manages his schedule well. He completed the full all the tasks given to him for the week. ✓ He strictly ensures his staff maintain
the proper time carer. He manages his staff well to ensure they perform their duties on schedule. ✓ His schedule shows no reason for concern. He is rarely absent and follows company policy. ✓ He is reliable and has a good presence. ✓ He has a good and reliable presence. ✓ He arrived at work accurately and was ready to start and return from timely rest. ✓ He set the standard
with his perfect presence. ✓ He is an ideal employee who arrives to work and leaves in a timely manner. He also took a break on his schedule. ✓ He arrives at work every day fully prepared to deal with his responsibilities. ✓ He is reliable and there is no concern with his presence. ✓ He always ensures that his employees adhere to their lunch and rest schedules. ✓ His presence
and assertiveness are within the company's guidelines. ✓ He consistently meets all/most deadlines. ✓ He is the right time for work and meetings. ✓ He always arrived to work prepared. Under Expectations he ✗ was generally a good member of staff but his attitude sometimes allowed him to go down. ✗ He has an inconsistent attitude that often negatively affects the team. ✗ He
has a good working relationship with his team but there are some issues with other managers who need to be resolved. ✗ He was very stretchy but he displayed an attitude that must be improved. ✗ Rested after meetings where difficult results were announced. ProsperForms — set up a form and start receiving submissions from your colleagues in minutes. 100+ available forms:
reports, logs, requests, etc. or self-build. View and manage submissions on Timeline and Dashboard screens, generate PDF reports. Starting ✗ He seemed uninterested and tahl from his work lately as if he was no longer involved in it. ✗ clear that he didn't with his work. He should consider the impact his attitude towards others. ✗ He often presents superior attitudes towards
colleagues. His demeanor was rude and unfriendly. ✗ He displayed negative views at times that might ruin the team. ✗ He followed a suitable schedule but he was often late to return from off-site activities that negatively impacted his colleagues. ✗ him very much ill-came against himself but he failed to ensure that his staff, too. He needs to manage this better. ✗ His Accuracy is
very poor and unacceptable. He is very rare on time. ✗ If his attendance fails to be improved within 90 days, his employment will be terminated under the company's attendance policy. ✗ He is a capable and skilled worker; however he was revealed by the absmal diligency that must be improved. ✗ He routinely falls behind in his daily meeting schedule which then affects other
people's schedules. He should address it immediately to eliminate the negative effects on others. ✗ He is often tardy to work and despite repeated warnings, disrespects the policy of attendance. ✗ He has had an excellent presence for most of the year but he is often absent or too late to work recently. The timekeeper has to go back to previous reliability. ✗ Despite his overall
good presence, he often left early, or took half a day of unscheduled time on Friday during the summer. This adversely affects colleagues and employees. ✗ He does not meet the standards of presence for timeliness. ✗ He has exceeded the maximum number of days of vacation allocated. ✗ She frequently late. ✗ He did not return timely communication. ✗ He is often late to
work and, despite frequent warnings, does not follow the basis of attendance. ✗ She was often late working in winter because she failed to take into account the weather and traffic on her daily journey. ✗ although he is mostly reliable on his schedule, there are occasional issues. He should try to deal with this. ✗ She showed a lack of respect for colleagues who had ended their
shifts through her tardiness. ✗ has realized that he is taking a longer break than allocated. ✗ He does not meet current standards for assertiveness and/or presence. ✗ He needs to work on time management. ✗ He failed to respect the age of others. ✗ He uses time effectively. ✗ he needs to make the most of the time he has given him more effectively. ✗ He's a reliable
performer and maintains a good schedule. ✗ He is unreliable and often too late to work. ✗ He was often late for the start of his work shift and tardy consistency back from lunch. ✗ He continues to be too late to He must improve his attendance record to comply with company policy. ✗ He continues to be late at work and should improve this area by focusing on arriving on time
every day. ✗ She often takes extended lunches and doesn't make up extra time in her work schedule. ✗ He took a few more personal days than He is often absent when needed. ✗ He frequently excuses for the arrival of the late. He was unable to take into account delays such as heavy traffic during his travel time. ✗ He did not arrive on time in the morning and then set off on his
usual scheduled exit. He needs to improve his take care time. Meet or Exceed Expectations ✓ He is a detailed-minded person and his work is always equipped with high quality. ✓ He always maintains a high degree of accuracy in his work. ✓ he never ignored even the details of the underthhell task given to him. ✓ He made a free product defect. ✓ He is very focused. He realizes
every detail in his work. ✓ He is highly reliable. His performance featured incredible quality and accuracy. ✓ He accomplished all assigned tasks on time. ✓ He maintained a good working standard in line with high levels of productivity. ✓ He often encourages and helps colleagues to achieve a high level of productivity. He was aware and acknowledged the importance of quality in
his work. ✓ He displayed a very consistent level of performance in his work. ✓ He is always ready and willing to accept new responsibilities and projects. ✓ He is constantly pursuing new learning and training opportunities. ✓ He has consistently assumed additional responsibilities within the team. ✓ He is well versed in developing more efficient methods for performing certain
tasks. ✓ He has consistently sought new ways to help the team. ✓ He is always willing to take risks with learning opportunities. ✓ He assumed new responsibilities with minimal guidance or direction. ✓ He is not afraid to take calculated risks to make things that work better. ✓ He has a strong grip and understanding of his work responsibilities. ✓ He has strong communication with
management on the updates required in the functionality of his job. ✓ His knowledge of his job surpasses the required level. ✓ He worked well with other departments. ✓ He has a wide network of peers to access the skills needed when necessary. ✓ He shared his job knowledge well with his colleagues. ✓ He shared knowledge of industry trends and best practices to achieve
enhanced results in his job. ✓ he is very adept in all functional areas of his job. ✓ He is very detailed minded. His work has always been done with incredible qualities. ✓ He made sure his work was accurate before giving it to customers. ✓ He pays attention to detail in each task he gives. ✓ He produced a free output error. ✓ He has great eyes for details. ✓ His work can be
expected to be and as expected/ requested. ✓ He's a cautious person. He always thought twice before acting so that his performance was always well achieved. ✓ He is always accurate when performing tasks. ✓ He never skipped any details of his assignment. ✓ He consistently makes error-free products. ✓ He is reliable and his performance is of incredible quality and
accuracy. ✓ He's detailed and focused. His work is constantly equipped with high quality. ✓-Him maintains accuracy in his work. ✓ He never ignored any details of any task given to him. ✓ He never made a mistake in the product he produced. ✓ He pays strong attention to his work. He never ignored any details of his work. ✓ His good performance level was highly appreciated.
His work is of high quality and accurate. ✓ He met or exceeded all the requirements with high productivity. ✓ He developed [programs/initiatives] that delivered [x] results. ✓ He improved output/production by [x]%. ✓ He exceeded the starting goal of the year by [the numbers]. ✓ He really plans and is preparing for the unexpected. ✓ He provides consistent results that customers
or customers can always rely on. ✓ He deals with tough claims from customers and customers in a way that leaves everyone satisfied. ✓ He won't stop until the project is complete. Below expectations this ✗ rarely achieve its monthly performance targets. ✗ He made frequent process errors. ✗ He produces a higher rate of disability than his peers. ✗ working does not comply with
the required output standards. ✗ He demonstrated a low level of knowledge on the necessary work procedures. ✗ he refused to assume new responsibilities. ✗ He cannot be expected to produce a product that is up to expectations. ✗ product produced by it has an unacceptable level of defects high. ✗ she couldn't concentrate on her work. ✗ was unaware of her work needs. ✗
Quality of his work is unreliable. ✗ he failed to spend sufficient time checking his work before being invited. ✗ His work frequently failed to pass the inspection. ✗ Unwilling to assume responsibility beyond his job description. ✗ He is a bad influence on morality in the team. ✗ He was unwilling to train and learn new skills. ✗ he did not contribute ideas to his projects or proposals in
a guery. ✗ He seems unwilling to learn new skills. ✗ was incapable of performing tasks without help. ✗ His lack of focus resulted in high mistakes. ✗ he has little understanding of the competitive business landscape. ✗ he had difficulty finding the information needed to settle the responsibilities of his duties. ✗ He produces too many unnecessary mistakes. ✗ His quality of work is
substandard. ✗ He failed to demonstrate a strategic mind. ✗ did not demonstrate adequate efficiency in the fundamental concept of his role. ✗ His Work cannot be excavation. ✗ His work did not pass the inspection by other team members. ✗ He did not pay attention to the details of his assigned task. ✗ He overlooks the key requirements given to him for his assignment. ✗ He
produces unreliable work. ✗ he didn't spend enough time reviewing his work before handing it over as complete. ✗ He never performed as well as we expected. ✗ He usually make mistakes when performing tasks. ✗ He rarely pays attention to the details of his duties. ✗ His work consistently passed back to work again. ✗ he didn't understand the key needs of his job. ✗ Quality
of its products ✗ he didn't spend enough time checking his work before handing it over. ✗ He can't be expected. He was unable to produce the expected product quality. ✗ made by him contains many errors and rarely passes any phase of inspection. ✗ He doesn't focus on the details of his job. Its products contain many mistakes. ✗ He often make mistakes in his work. ✗ he was
unable to focus on important tasks and ensured it was completed first. ✗ We cannot rely on it to produce quality products. ✗ He didn't take enough time to thoroughly examine his core performance products before submission. ✗ He does not understand how to deal with tough claims from customers or customers. ✗ He fell behind colleagues when producing results. Meet or
Exceed Expectations ✓ He maintains a quiet demeanor and consists of under stressful situations. ✓ He always knows how to adopt a new and more effective approach to doing business. ✓ He allowed others to stay calm and focused on the ultimate goal. ✓ he was quick to adapt to the performance changes of his task. ✓ He easily appreciates the comments or criticisms of
others. ✓ He demonstrated initiatives at work by adopting new and appropriate methods to perform his duties. ✓ He acknowledged and recognized any recommendations for change. ✓ He is ready to cope with any change of circumstances. ✓ He immediately addressed the changes when comparting his assignment. ✓ He welcomed the criticism that would help boost the
business. ✓ He demonstrates an enthusiastic approach to whatever method he uses to fulfill the task. ✓ He is open to any proposed changes. ✓ He was involved and quickly adapted to different changes in different situations. ✓ He is willing to find more effective methods for doing business. ✓ He remains calm when there is a stressful situation. ✓ He allowed everyone around
him to stay calm and concentrate on the end goal. ✓ He immediately addressed the changes while doing his assignment. ✓ He welcomed the criticism to help boost his business. ✓ He enthusiastically commented on the methods he used to fulfill the task. ✓ He accepted the change easily. ✓ He is actively involved himself in business. He responds well to different changes and
situations. Under Current Expectations✗ Slow to face any changes. ✗ He followed the procedure set so decisively that he was resistant to change. ✗ He doesn't want to accept even small changes. ✗ He often completes any late plans or projects. ✗ He ignores the tasks seen as a low priority. ✗ He rarely any activity based on independent research. ✗ He rarely cooperates with
other departments or helps them complete tasks. ✗ He is easily demotivated if things fail to be implemented and expected. ✗ he often avoids or suspends attending training, or the placement of new programs. ✗ He refused to take responsibility for the menial task. ✗ He did not demonstrate the ability to work or conduct research independently. ✗ He is not assumed to be for
colleagues' tasks when necessary. ✗ He's easily confused about changes from the plan. ✗ He was unwilling to accept last-minute changes. ✗ Fails to fulfill the obligations stated in his duties seriously. ✗ He doesn't want to accept even small changes. Meet or Exceed Expectations ✓ his communication skills, both verbally and written, are highly effective. ✓ He is a friendly
communicator and has built relationships with every part of the company. ✓ he can effectively deliver the work requirements and expected results to his employees. He regularly talks to his employees to make sure work is on track. ✓ He is an effective communicator who works well with members of his team. ✓ He built a good relationship through open and friendly
communication. ✓ He can freely chat with anyone around. ✓ He can engage well with anyone. ✓ He has a nice and gentle demeanor. He connects with others very well. ✓ He was able to connect with people in an uncomfortable environment and encouraged them to do a great job. ✓ he is very much spoken to by others because of his ability to build a good relationship. ✓ His
positive attitude and willingness to hear is greatly appreciated by his colleagues. ✓ He has a natural ability to put others easily and this is an important asset. ✓ Always improves himself and works well with others. ✓ He can quickly understand people's personalities and relate to them well. ✓ He was able to connect to people in an incredible way. This has proven to be a great asset
in its manager's role. ✓ He regularly provides constructive feedback. ✓ He is willing to consider the idea of someone else. ✓ He asked important and deleate questions. ✓ He was able to explain complex and difficult issues in terms of being easily understood. ✓ He wasn't afraid to say I don't know when faced with a difficult question. ✓ He was able to formulate and deliver key
business decisions effectively. ✓ His communication skills stand out from his peers. ✓ he effectively persuaded and convinced his colleagues, especially in times of high stakes. ✓ He is an effective listener. He is always willing to listen and understand the fear or anxiety of others. ✓ He made new employees feel welcome. ✓ He is a calming influence when the team is under
pressure. ✓ He seeks to create a positive atmosphere in the workplace. ✓ He communicates effectively, both verbally and in writing. ✓ His long-standing experience of working with people is clearly evident in his communication skills. ✓ He has valuable skills to be able to deliver a difficult concept in easy to understand ✓ He is good at delivering tough messages with employees,
management, and customers. ✓ As an employee, communication is good; as a manager, he has proven more effective communicators. His communication skills have improved during the year. ✓ He is a communicator who is adept and is one of the best business writers I have the pleasure of working with. He through reports and white paper. ✓ his written communication is very
good, but his oral communication skills can be improved. He should work as an active listener. ✓ He reported the necessary information to his colleagues. ✓ he excelled at keeping a written record of his assignments and projects. ✓ His main strength is effective candor and communication with his employees. ✓ His core strength is his ability to immediately connect with anyone. ✓
He is a very competent communicator. ✓ He has a knock to make people feel important when he talks to them. This translates into a good opportunity for teamwork and connections to form. ✓ He makes people feel at home. His natural ability to work with people is a great asset to our team. ✓ He runs himself and relationships with his colleagues well. ✓ he can quickly build a
positive relationship with people and understand how to relate to them. ✓ He was able to establish a positive and professional relationship with his colleagues, direct reports, and management team. ✓ He is a positive influence on the people around him and inspires them to work harder. ✓ Have a good understanding of how to relate to people and make them comfortable. ✓ He
seems to be able to strike a conversation with anyone. He had gifts related to people around him. ✓ He can find a point of contact with just about anyone. ✓ He is a nice person and is able to work well with others. ✓ He has a natural relationship with people and communicates well with others. ✓ He finds it easy to connect with others and is well connected with them. ✓ He
maintained good relations with every department within the company through his skills in communicating with others. ✓ He has a good relationship with his colleagues because of his good communication skills. ✓ He was friendly and open-minded so he created a good relationship with other team members. ✓ He brings comfort to people who work with him. He makes people feel
great when he's in a team with him. ✓ He has the ability to resolve any issues in itself and he establishes a good relationship with his colleagues. ✓ He can easily establish a positive relationship with others and know how to communicate with them. ✓ He has special capabilities in connecting people and he uses this capabilities as well as a manager. ✓ He sought and considered
ideas from others on issues affecting them. ✓ His speech communication is well organized, distressed, and effective. ✓ He or exchange information while informing others through effective communication. ✓ He was sensitive to the feelings and efforts of others. ✓ Listen effectively to other people's ideas, problems or suggestions. ✓ He demonstrated effective public speech skills.
✓ He demonstrates effective phone skills. ✓ He sought feedback on the effectiveness of his written and oral communications ✓ He adjusted his communication methods to respond to different audiences. ✓ He provides accurate and timely information, good and orally. ✓ He actively listened to others. ✓ He engages others in solving problems. ✓ He gave clear instructions and
expectations. ✓ He worked publicly and shared information with others to get the job done. ✓ He expressed his ideas clearly and effectively, both orally or in writing. ✓ Listen carefully, and sincerely consider the ideas of others. ✓ He maintains confidentiality, and conducts good judgment on what is being said and when. ✓ He responded in a fast and friendly manner to requests
and inquiries. ✓ He kept others informed. ✓ He routinely meets with supervisors and key clients to exchange information and explain expectations. ✓ He asked appropriate questions to clarify information or requirements. ✓ He provides accurate and timely information in oral and written. ✓ He keeps managers and colleagues informed of the progress of his work. ✓ He is very
good at storing written information about his assignments and projects. ✓ One of its core strengths is its ability to immediately connect with someone. ✓ he clearly communicated with his employees and they understood his expectations. ✓ He is a very interesting colleague to work with. ✓ He always knows how to establish a good relationship with other team members. ✓ He got
on well with others easily. He has excellent communication skills. ✓ He can quickly build a positive relationship with people. He understands how to connect with people. ✓ Have a good understanding of how to relate to people and make them comfortable. ✓His to work with people is a great asset to our team. ✓ He can maintain good communication with everyone and he also
encourages people to work harder and more effectively. ✓ He has good interpersonal skills and knows how to maintain good relationships with others and keep them satisfied. ✓ He is very clever in communicating and everyone appreciates his good behaviour with others. ✓ He has a natural relationship with people and communicates well with others. ✓ He makes people feel at
home with him. His natural ability to work with people is a great asset to our team. ✓ his unclear ability to connect with people is a great personality trait in his role as a manager. ✓ His feedback is always constructive. ✓ He effectively conveys hope and goals. ✓ He effectively conveyed personal concerns. ✓ He effectively highlights problems in the company and/or solutions to fix
it. ✓ He managed the meeting efficiently. ✓ him listen effectively as well as talk. ✓ He asked the questions of delegent and preparing. ✓ He is able to empathy with others and respect against the point of view. ✓ He showed appreciation to others and thanked them for their help. ✓ He is grieving and acknowledging the contributions of others. He respects the feelings of others. ✓
He respects the time and preferences of others. ✓ He treats others fairly and without prejudice or bias. ProsperForms — set up the form and start receiving submissions from colleagues in minutes. 100+ available forms: reports, logs, requests, etc. or self-build. View and manage submissions on Timeline and Dashboard screens, generate PDF reports. Started ✓ He is seen by his
colleagues as someone they can rely on. ✓ He did not initiate a conflict and actually took steps to ensure the conflict did not occur. ✓ He showed tactics and diplomacy when resolving the conflict. He addressed concerns directly with the individuals involved. ✓ He took the initiative to address concerns with other staff on time promoting understanding and cooperation. ✓ His
approach to conflict resolution is unusual, creating enhanced teamwork, without hard feelings ✓ He contributes to a positive work environment through his interactions with others. ✓ He demonstrated flexibility by adapting to changes in priorities and the work environment. ✓ He showed positive personal respect when facing problems with others. ✓ He showed respect for the
contradictions ✓ He behaved in a way designed to keep impersonation problems as far as possible. ✓ He maintained a positive working relationship. ✓ He treats others courtesy and respect. ✓ He is cooperative and responsive. ✓ He built trust and collaborated with full integrity. ✓ He treats others with respect, courtesy, tactics, and warmth and is actively trying to help others. ✓
Accept criticism, be open to new ideas, and handle conflicts constructively and diplomatically. ✓ He is consistent to seek the cooperation of others. ✓ He worked through conflicts for positive solutions and results. ✓ He encouraged cooperation and teamwork. ✓ He learned from conflict and made appropriate changes. ✓ He took the initiative to improve working relationships and
foster mutual respect with colleagues and clients. ✓ He is working specially to improve employee morale and create a positive work environment. ✓ He always sought immediate feedback and took good constructive criticism. He applied for any feedback to his current and future projects to ensure that he performed his work adequately. ✓ His project team always praised the way
he communicated ideas, needs and changes. Like how he always encourages open communication. ✓ He instilled a sense of confidence in his colleagues and project team by promoting an openness atmosphere. His colleagues often comment on how they feel good to share new ideas and thoughts without fear of intimidation. ✓ He is a compassionate listener and makes every
client know he appreciates their time. Under Current Expectations✗ He does not have Communication. ✗ His message was easily misunderstood by others for his lack of communication skills. ✗ He failed to communicate with members of his team in an effective manner. ✗ he directed quickly but had a bad attitude with his feedback. ✗ He appreciates that happy team members
can adversely affect his own work performance and this makes those around him unpleasant. ✗ He has left a bad wake in his career path. ✗ He should continue to foster good relationships with others around him. ✗ He didn't relate to his colleagues well. ✗ He doesn't understand that having a good working relationship with others in a team is very important. ✗ He doesn't
understand how complicated the relationship management is. ✗ He was a gentle colleague, but those around him didn't like him for his strong personality. ✗ He complained of a lack of resources to adequately equip employment functions. ✗ He failed to warn proper staff about bad news. ✗ He regularly engages in out-of-put conversations and can be territorial at times. ✗ He
humiliates staff on a regular basis. ✗ She had another colleague delivering bad news rather than doing it herself. ✗ Making others feel intimidated when working on company projects. ✗ his position required him to have sufficient technical skills, however, he was speechless during a technical meeting to discuss potential solutions. ✗ He must improve his foreign language skills to
remain competitive in the industry. ✗ He is not adept in documenting oral communication. He is supposed to work on this skill in the next 90 days. ✗ One of his roles was to find a consensus among members of his team, but he often failed to achieve this task. ✗ He did not communicate effectively and clearly. ✗ He held too many meetings. Holding fewer meetings will be more
effective. ✗ he should deliver project status updates more frequently. ✗ He has no credibility in his messages. His colleagues didn't believe he was honest. ✗ He did not convey the company's positive image to the clients. ✗ Has proven to be an ineffective communicator. ✗ He doesn't communicate effectively. He must improve his written and oral communications. ✗ He didn't
work well with others. ✗ He has a very strong personality and this has caused contention in our team. ✗ He created an excellent impression among the management team, but his teammates could not stand cooperating with him. ✗ He should continue to cultiate good relations with those around him. ✗ He worked well with members of his own team, yet he had us against their
mentality when it came to others in the company. ✗ Many of his colleagues saw him as inaccessible. ✗ He gave a glimpse of the sungwardness to the people around him. ✗ He was quick with his instructions and rude with his feedback. ✗ He seemed to shrink when he was around others and didn't cultirate a good relationship with his colleagues. ✗ He does confidence and
communicate are inefficient when he meets people. ✗ communication skills are bad so others often misunderstand his message. ✗ she couldn't communicate with her friends efficiently. ✗ He created a distance between him and his friends because of his poor manners. ✗ He was disliked by colleagues working with him despite the good notion the management team had him. ✗
He felt ashamed when he was communicating with others and he was build a good relationship with his friends. ✗ His communications continues to be substandard. He has consistently failed to inform team members of the changes that will occur or other information required. ✗ She needs to improve her communication skills with her colleagues. He must learn to improve his
communication with staff and other management. ✗ he needs to share departmental and corporate goals in a more timely and complete manner. Its employees do not understand what the company is doing. ✗ in his days, he had got nothing but just left the scars of bad relationships with others. ✗ He tends to stand alone in the corner among the public. It's hard to communicate
with it. ✗ Many of his colleagues saw him as inaccessible. ✗ He didn't work well with others. He has a very strong personality and this has caused contention in our team. ✗ He should continue to cultiate good relationships with those around him ✗ He is not good at communicating with others so that he often makes them feel uncomfortable. It is better for him to improve his
interaction skills to build good relationships with them. ✗ He doesn't understand how important a good working relationship is with teammates. ✗ He blames others for the problem too often. ✗ He needs to talk more when faced with anxiety. ✗ He often says I don't know when faced with complicated questions or problems. ✗ He did not return timely communication. ✗ He needs to
try to listen to others. ✗ He always talks about others at meetings. ✗ he never spoke at a meeting. ✗ He worked well with members of his own team, yet he had us against their mentality when it came to others in the company. Meet or Exceed Expectations ✓ He indicated that he could develop creative solutions to solve problems. ✓ He is extremely adept in the face of difficult
situations. ✓ He usually has a delegent point of view, so when we need a fresh look at the problem, we know we can turn to it. ✓ He specializes in taking creative ideas and forming them into solutions. ✓ He can address common problems by creating new and innovative solutions. ✓ He encouraged his teammates to create ideas that had form and provided more creative
solutions. ✓ His creativity is very high. In particular, he solved problems with additional creative solutions. ✓ He thought outside the box to find the best solution for a particular problem. ✓ He was creative and looking for ways to associate ideas with action. ✓ He is adept at adapting when presented with new information and ideas. ✓ Him ready to directly challenge the status quo
in pursuit of a more effective solution. ✓ He regularly contributes fresh ideas. ✓ He encouraged colleagues to be inventive. ✓ He contributed innovative ideas on group projects. ✓ He regularly contributes recommendations on how to improve the company's processes. ✓ He is constantly looking for new ideas and ways to improve efficiency. ✓ He created a refreshing atmosphere
for his team: one in which new ideas were rewarded and ✓ He doesn't accept we always do it this way as a solution. He always studied solutions to see if they were the most effective way to do something. ✓ He encouraged his teammates to think outside the box and be more creative with solutions. ✓ In meetings, he was very clever in extracting unique ideas from people, even
those who were not usually considered very creative people. ✓ He is a very creative innovator. He solves the persistent problem by finding solutions from all angles. ✓ When we are in crisis mode, he can be trusted to make a viable and creative solution. ✓ He has a creative personality that allows him to propose original ideas. He should continue to practice this position in the
company. ✓ He is an innovator at heart. His skill in inspiring new ideas is an asset to our team. ✓ He has an imaginative personality and is very personal to the need. ✓ He has a creative touch in the sometimes monotony role in our team. He added an admired inspiration to the daily tasks he did. ✓ He added artistic sense to everything he produced that made his projects much
more enjoyable than most. ✓ He created brilliant and helpful ideas in meetings - one of the people you didn't think to be a creative employee. ✓ When we are facing adversity, we are confident that we can rely on it for helpful and creative solutions. ✓ He has creative capabilities that help him develop unique ideas. He should use this to promote his position in the company. ✓ He
used his knowledge of technology and innovation to avoid mistakes. ✓ He is constantly looking for new ideas and ways to improve efficiency. ✓ He created an interesting atmosphere for his team: one in which new ideas were rewarded and encouraged. ✓ He encouraged his teammates to think outside the box and be more creative with solutions. ✓ He is very clever extracting
unique ideas from people during meetings – some of you may not consider being a very creative person. ✓ He is an innovator at heart - his skill to inspire new ideas is an asset to our team. ✓ he has an imaginative personality and is very personalized needs. ✓ In meetings, he often has new and interesting ideas on the issues discussed. It shows its creativity. ✓ He's a creative
person. When a problem occurs, he is often the first person to think and find the most effective solution to deal with them perfectly. ✓ He is the person we rely on addressing serious problems, He keeps r clear and thoughtful wisely. He can provide the most innovative and effective solutions. Under Expectations he ✗ care about the creative side of his team and always ignores
innovative workers reporting to him. ✗ He did not encourage his team to find creative solutions. ✗ He seems a hardcore manager, but if he thinks in a more flexible way, it will do well. ✗ He doesn't want to work on issues beyond his skill set. He should develop problem-solving capabilities and develop his career. ✗ His ✗ His Son usually not innovating and when he does, it
refuses. ProsperForms — set up a form and start receiving submissions from your colleagues in minutes. 100+ available forms: reports, logs, requests, etc. or self-build. View and manage submissions on Timeline and Dashboard screens, generate PDF reports. Starting from ✗ He can't create new ideas. ✗ He was unwilling to consider new or exciting ideas, although the run-of-
the-factory ideas were exhausted. ✗ He is not flexible enough to create new ideas when needed. ✗ he was not conducive to new ideas and innovations from his team. ✗ he showed a lack of interest in contributing creative or innovative ideas. ✗ He is rigid and does not want to adapt when presented with new information. ✗ She failed to describe colleagues who contributed
innovative solutions correctly. ✗ He seems not to want to take risks, although there is an interesting and reverse reason. ✗ He failed to incentivise peers to take creative and innovative risks. ✗ He refused to find more effective ways to do job activities. ✗ He discourages creative solutions from his team. ✗ He had a hard time thinking outside the box and created a new solution
and was not tested. ✗ He is creative but he has a tendency to act before thinking. This causes problems when unrecovered or unscomprehensive ideas are moved forward too quickly. ✗ He has consistently taken a hardcore and practical stance, about things without figuring out how he can creatively solve the problem. ✗ Has shown a tendency to be a fact manager, but in his
position, thinking in a more persistent way would do well. ✗ Whenever he faces obstacles, he has a tendency to stop and ask for help. We encourage him to develop a solution - or even a recommendation - before asking for help. ✗ He doesn't research a pretty in-depth solution and often just sorts the ideas available on the website. This doesn't help many of the problems we're
going through. ✗ He rarely innovates and when he does, it seems forced. ✗ He failed to generate new ideas. ✗ He needs to strive to be more based on tasks and projects. ✗ He is unwilling to take risks to creative ideas. ✗ he usually voices brilliant and helpful ideas at meetings - although he is not one of the people you think of as a creative worker. ✗ He is a team member with
advanced creative thinking. For example, he's looking for solutions from different parties to resolve the current issue. ✗ When we are facing difficulty, we are confident that we can rely on it to that helps and ✗ He has the creative ability to develop unique ideas. He should use this to promote his position in the company. ✗ he used his knowledge of his technology and innovation to
avoid mistakes. ✗ He has a creative touch in a role that sometimes monotons in our team. He adds inspiration to the daily tasks he does admirably. ✗ When a big problem arises, we regularly turn to it because of its creativity in solving problems. The way he can see from different sides is a great resource to our team. ✗ When we need a fresh look at the problem, we know we can
turn to it for a novel perspective. ✗ He does not rely on common methods for solving problems, but addresses each situation with an innovative point of view. ✗ He created an interesting atmosphere for his team: one in which new ideas were rewarded and encouraged. ✗ He finds it difficult to develop success ideas and submit unrecalted solutions. ✗ He's an invention but he
usually acts without thinking. This will cause problems if unrecested or unrecquestioned ideas are implemented once they are thought. ✗ He has a lot of creative ideas but he finds it difficult to bring them to a result. She should learn how to marry creativity with practice. ✗ He doesn't want to refer to a different solution or idea unless he uses it. This reduces the creativity of other
team members. ✗ He discourages creative solutions from his team. ✗ Has shown a tendency to be a fact manager, but in his position, thinking in a more persistent way would do well. ✗ He doesn't research a pretty in-depth solution and often just sorts the ideas available on the website. This doesn't help many of the problems we're going through. ✗ He rarely innovates and when
he does, it seems reluctant. ✗ He needs to strive to be more based on tasks and projects. ✗ He can be a creative person with lots of interesting ideas but he can't manage to make the most of it. He should promote and develop his potential increasingly balance into pragmatic and creative rights. ✗ He often uses his personal ideas to solve problems without any thoughts to other
people's alternatives or opinions. This consolidates the creativity of the team. ✗ He demonstrated a lack of communication and interaction with members of his team. This prevented him from finding new ideas. ✗ team felt disliked because he often shot down creative ideas without any explanation. He should have been more willing to hear the ideas before he rejected them
outright. ✗ Didn't take advantage of the creative side of his team. He consistently ignored innovating workers reporting to him. ✗ He's a creative worker but he has a tendency to act before thinking. This causes problems when unrecovered or unscomprehensive ideas are moved forward too quickly. ✗ He is actively seeking new ideas and approaches. ✗ He is excited and
innovative when faced with unexpected obstacles. ✗ He is always looking for different and better ways to achieve goals. ✗ He has launched creative initiatives such as [specific examples]. ✗ creative in finding ways to associate ideas with ✗ action. ✗ He needs to find more ways to take creative risks. ✗ He cannot find more than one way to accomplish a difficult task. ✗ has
proven himself to be an innovator at heart. ✗ He has a knack for thinking outside the box, and encourages others to do the same. ✗ He consistently provides new angles or ways about things. ✗ She too often falls into naysayer roles. ✗ He needs to be more comfortable in achieving goals and tasks. Meeting or Exceeding Expectations ✓ His willingness to help teammates in
completing their duties demonstrates his sense of responsibility. ✓His actions are solely responsible for his actions and never spik responsibility. ✓ the nature of His character recognizing and adhering to his responsibilities is extraordinary. ✓ He has a responsible attitude. ✓ The quality of his work is very consistent. ✓ His work is always put forward in a timely manner. ✓ He
respects the scale of his work completely. ✓ He is very timely upon arrival to work and also meetings. ✓ He met the deadline without having to be reminded. ✓ He fully complied with departmental leave and absence procedures. ✓ His status report is accurate, correct and timely. ✓ He demonstrated a commitment to the company in both words and actions. ✓ He submitted all
work assigned accurately and timelyly. ✓ He submitted paperwork related to his duties accurately and in a timely manner. ✓ He ensures that his responsibilities are appropriately protected on vacation. ✓ He maintained an open attitude to change in order to successfully complete the work. ✓ He accepted the change easily. ✓ He responded to changes that ensured it was
implemented in a positive way to improve business success. ✓ He treats confidential material with appropriate care. ✓ Never made negative comments publicly. ✓ He completed the project ahead of schedule without compromising on quality. ✓ He presented the agency's positive public image to others. ✓ He faces new situations, extraordinary claims, emergencies or other critical
incidents well. ✓ He maintains business demeanors such as ✓ He avoids participating in gossip and rumours. ✓ He is actively seeking new or additional training opportunities to gain mastery over tasks, develop personal knowledge and add value to the working group. ✓ He demonstrated initiatives in line with employment expectations to improve his performance. ✓ He carried
out standard duties throughout the year and in addition to taking some large projects and some smaller ones that had significant positive effects on the department. ✓ He completed his designated time online work. ✓ He completed the job well before the deadline, allowing sufficient time for it to be reviewed. ✓ He demonstrates the specific skills of professional jobs needed to



provide the appropriate quality of work. ✓ He took the initiative to learn skills that improved his ability to contribute to the organization. ✓ He positively influenced the behavior of other employees. ✓ He exhibits through a supportive and daily activities in the work environment. ✓ He easily helped colleagues in response to workload fluctuations. ✓ He offers help to others without
having to be asked. ✓ He easily got volunteer help even though it wouldn't be expected. ✓ he empathys with the wishes of others. ✓-Him to create a positive atmosphere in the workplace. ✓ He demonstrated awareness of the external environment to his organisation and needs. ✓ He routinely uses his time efficiently. ✓ He is always open to receiving feedback on his work. Under
Expectations for ✗ He often tries to balance responsibility to others. ✗ he was very reluctant to acknowledge his failures. ✗ He did not accept responsibility well. ✗ He regularly seeks excuses for failure rather than accept responsibility. ✗ He blamed the process and policy for his own shortcomings. Meet or Exceed Expectations ✓ He is able to cooperate with clients' objections,
confront them and convince customers of the merits of his views. ✓ He can find the right approach with any client, even the most critical. ✓ He is always polite and friendly with his clients. He never bothered them during the conversation. ✓ He cannot afford to disappoint his clients. If he had promised to do something, he would have fulfilled his promise. ✓ He always cares about
the comfort and convenience of customers. ✓ He always tries to take into account the interests of customers while forming commercial offers. ✓ He is always looking for ways to inform customers of any unexpected changes if anyone happens during the work process. ✓ He always tries to provide detailed information to customers on any specific issues they are ✓ interested in. ✓
His good attitude towards customers makes them use the company's services again and recommends it to others. ✓ He always goes above and beyond his work needs to satisfy his clients. ✓ He worked well with clients. He can deal with an angry client with a calm and rational attitude. ✓ peers, managers, and clients evaluate the excellent handling of its customer service
situation. ✓ He is one of our most skilled customer service coaches. Its capabilities are shown when working in customer care. ✓ He understands how to listen to customers and find out the details that make a big difference when dealing with our customers. ✓His constantly judges him very highly and gives him high marks on his client's satisfaction survey. ✓ He understands how
to ensure that customers are satisfied. He does everything he needs to retain customers. ✓ He worked well with clients. His clients have never complained about ✓ he is good at keeping customers happy. He managed to sell to them at the same time ✓ He resolved the customer's complaint with a quiet attitude. He handled difficult situations with clients well. ✓ He demonstrated
how providing excellent customer service has had a hassle-wing effect on customer retention and retention. ✓ He worked effectively with clients. ✓ He created a strong relationship with the people he interacted with. ✓ He clearly enjoyed aspects related to people's business. ✓ He was pleasant and projected a friendly tone over the phone. ✓ He has become a linchpin with clients.
✓-Him lead effective customer relationships. ✓ He empathy when faced with customer issues. ✓ He helps and defects in addressing customer concerns. ✓ He displays effective injuries when working with clients on projects. The manner is effective without overusing. ✓ He artically helped customers cope with protests. ✓ He's dealing with tough customers with grace. ✓ He
handled the customer service situation well. He is well rated by his friends, managers, and clients. ✓ He understands how to listen to customers. He can extract details that make a big difference when dealing with our customers. ✓ He deals with customer complaints with a quiet demeanor. He is very clever in dealing with difficult situations with customers. ✓ He worked with
clients well. He is very clever dealing with irate customers in a quiet and rational way. ✓ He is proud of his work. ✓ He is adept at overcoming customer objections. ✓ He has consistently high marks on his client satisfaction survey. ✓ He understood the latitude to ensure customer satisfaction. He does everything he needs to retain customers. ✓ He always saves appointments and
returns calls. ✓ He is approachable and responsive to clients and others. ✓ He demonstrated his appropriate patience by complaining to customers and employees. ✓ He treats clients with respect and courtesy. ✓ He provides consistent and quality services to all customers. ✓ He provides to customers and provides accurate, consistent, and honest information ✓ He listens to
customers and provides feedback that will benefit customers in the future ✓ He understands who the client is. ✓ He strives to meet the needs of customers. ✓ He offers suitable and innovative solutions to customer problems. ✓ He demonstrated a languageful and professional attitude in handling customer complaints. ✓ He responded immediately to a request for information or
assistance. ✓ He meets customers' expectations in a timely manner. He delivered what he had promised. ✓ He followed up with clients on time. ✓ He replied to phone and email messages within four hours. ✓ He expects future customer needs or problems. He takes action to meet the needs of future clients or solve problems first. ✓ He strives extra to keep customers informed
accurately. ✓ He understands customers from their point of view. He has a comprehensive knowledge of the world of clients and can anticipate customer demands. Under His Client ✗ criticised rivals for convincing customers to use the services of his company, he ✗ to meet the needs of its clients under any circumstances, although the company may experience finance.
ProsperForms — set up a form and start receiving submissions from your colleagues in minutes. 100+ available forms: reports, logs, requests, etc. or self-build. View and manage submissions on Timeline and Dashboard screens, generate PDF reports. Starting ✗ He focuses on satisfying a wide audience where an individual approach to each client is required. ✗ He spent too
much time communicating with customers over the phone. ✗ he tried to question clients immediately but ignored direct professional tasks in the process. ✗ He has always gone beyond his responsibilities in an attempt to support his clients in every ✗, but he sometimes treats his clients in an overly acrimonious way. He crossed the company's corporate ethics line. ✗ that his
emotional state negatively affects by the inability to take his mind out of his job as it is available to customers at any time. ✗ he spent a lot of time and effort on establishing good relationships with his clients, but the work environment left much to be desired. ✗ if he has any doubts about his own company, he recommends a rival company for the benefit of his clients. ✗ He sticks to
the phone script rigidly and accidentally. He needs to handle customers more creatively and flexiblely. ✗ He can address the customer service situation every day, but with complex issues, he is inflexible and does not know what action to take. ✗ His Average per call was too high. He needs to reduce the average time per call. He needs to deal with customers efficiently. ✗ He can
deal with customers on the phone well, but he doesn't handle face-to-face to face customer relationships well. ✗ He could not maintain contact with his client well. ✗ Gave him low marks in the customer satisfaction survey. ✗ He doesn't understand how to solve problems with customers and give up easily. ✗ He doesn't always listen to his clients well. ✗ He doesn't fully understand
why customer service training is important. He's late to classes frequently and sometimes doesn't participate at all. ✗ He has consistently received substandard comments from customers. ✗ He looks unfazed in helping customers with their challenges. ✗ She doesn't manage customer expectations, especially in difficult situations. ✗ he consistently approves challenging issues to
others rather than addressing themselves. ✗ He misses out on the opportunity to continue educating customers about other products or services. ✗ He uses language that doesn't suit customers. ✗ He seemed disappointed by customers asking questions. ✗ He displays sarcasm when dealing with customer challenges. ✗ He doesn't understand how to deal with tough customers.
He passes tough customers to his supervisor frequently. ✗ In most areas of customer service Harry did a good job, but when it came to difficult situations, Harry didn't understand how to calm down and follow the script. ✗ Bill has consistently shown he doesn't listen to his clients well. ✗ Teri can handle a run of factory customer service situations, but more complex issues seem to
cause him to freeze and not respond. ✗ John failed to follow up with the customer as requested. ✗ Bob has consistently low scores on his customer satisfaction survey. Meet or Exceed Expectations ✓ A with good decision-making skills should make judgments based on strong facts. ✓ Is able to run multiple alternative solutions and determine the most appropriate option. ✓
Objectives in considering facts or situations. ✓ Does not allow emotions or individual feelings to influence results. ✓ Is firmly in difficult situations. ✓ Does it support and encourage others to work with it. ✓ He is adept at analyzing any situation and working on solutions. ✓ He always defines the problem clearly and looks for alternative solutions. ✓ He always thought twice before
deciding. ✓ He consistently updates colleagues about what is going on in the company. ✓ He is willing to address complex situations and constantly develop suitable solutions to be offered to managers. ✓ He always understands the problem carefully and tries to find different solutions. ✓ He only decides after considering it carefully. ✓ He provides the latest information about his
duties to everyone. ✓ He does not mind facing complicated situations and is always looking for suitable solutions to be offered to management. ✓ He was able to carry out various alternative solutions and determine the most appropriate. ✓ He is objective when considering facts or situations. ✓ Strictly, he is firm not to let the emotions and feelings of that individual affect the
decisions made. ✓ He is firmly in difficult situations. ✓ He is able to make strong fact-based judgments. ✓ He is able to analyze any problems and find the best solution for any problem. ✓ He always analyzes an issue carefully and then finds different ways to resolve the issue. ✓ He is ready to deal with complicated consequences. He has the ability to find the most suitable
solutions to succe to management. ✓ He argued through potential resolutions to the problem before making rash judgments. ✓ He keeps management in common with ongoing problems or issues occurring within the department. ✓ He is not afraid to respond to complex issues and give recommendations to all levels of management. ✓ He was able to analyze the problem and
seek appropriate resolution. ✓ He explained the problem and offered users several different resolution options. ✓ his investigative skills have provided the primary resources for a team focused on resolving harassment. Its ability to quickly assess problems and identify potential solutions is key to its outstanding performance. ✓ He examined the problem and quickly identified
potential solutions. He recommends the most appropriate solution. ✓ He understands the testing process and how to solution to a particular problem. ✓ He is one of the more technical workers we have on staff. He can quickly analyze the situation and discover practical solutions. ✓ He adept to discover potential solutions to the problem. Under expectations he ✗ was too hesitant
to decide. This often results in wrong results. ✗ He uses an approach that is too complex and it is not practical to solve the problem. ✗ He failed to make the shortlist recommended by direct units. ✗ He is often paralyzed and confused when facing a tight deadline for decision making. ✗ He made too many complaints about the content of the job. ✗ He tends to apply for a narrow
and rushed decision-making approach. ✗ he avoided conflicts in the workplace in relation to the decision-making process. ✗ He struggled to run a solution to any difficult problem. ✗ He was uncomfortable when faced with any awkward problems. ✗ He easily loses focus when facing complex situations. ✗ He failed to provide the manager with the necessary information when
problems arise. ✗ He repeated his mistake over and over again. He didn't know how to learn from failure. ✗ He could not know the solution when facing complicated situations. ✗ He cannot give the manager the necessary information when an issue occurs. ✗ He made mistakes again and again. John needs to learn the appropriate lessons from failure. ✗ he had difficulty coming
up with a resolution to a difficult problem. ✗ He relies on others in heated situations. ✗ He lost focus when problems arise. ✗ he was poor at delivering the status of the problem before it became a crisis. ✗ He can offer potential solutions to problems but struggles to identify the best solutions. ✗ He has no skill to analyze the problem of discussing core issues. ✗ He opposed
further training in troubleshooting. He believes he is skilled, yet he is less on many fronts. ✗ Is his responsibility, in his role, to solve the problem. He seems slow and infensive when presented with a major issue. ✗ He finds it difficult to find a solution to difficult situations. ✗ He is impossible to submit the necessary information to the manager when he faces complex situations.
Meet or Exceed Expectations ✓ He is willing to work overtime until the project is complete. ✓ He is the one who goes if the task must really be solved by the given time. ✓ He points out that he is a positive person who is willing to do whatever it takes to help. ✓ He is an important member of our team and will complete the task when needed. ✓ We can believe him. ✓ He never
failed to impress with playing well every day. We depend on it. ✓ He always ended the job faithfully, He performed at or above all our hopes. ✓ He is faithful and trustworthy. ✓ He is one of our most difficult employees. She points out that she cares about her job, her colleagues, and the company. ✓ he consistently impresses us with his willingness to do whatever it takes to get
the job ✓ He's a very trusted employee. ✓ He is reliable and turns in good performance every day. He never failed to impress. ✓ He demonstrated a loyal commitment to getting the job done. He has consistently performed on or above expectations. ✓ When we have a must-do task, we turn to it. He has our belief because he is proven he can get the job done. ✓ He is known for
his reliability and willingness to do what he needs. ✓ He is willing to get his hands dirty with his employees to make sure the job gets Rarely. ✓ There are many times we have a task that really must be solved by the given time. He can rely on to get the task achieved on time. ✓ He has been a reliable and valued member of the team. His commitment to assertiveness and
presence has contributed greatly to the success of our entire team. ✓ He displays an extraordinary performance day by day. ✓ He kept his word in all circumstances. ✓ He did everything possible to maintain a solid and robust performance in all circumstances. ✓ He is not confised with any obstacles, stresses or claims that should harm others. ✓ He can be calculated to give 100
percent in all circumstances. ✓ He continues to commit and work with fellow employees to help them take care of them. ✓ He automatically works extra hours if that's what it takes to get the job done properly. ✓ He can be calculated for a robust performance. ✓ He has consistently performed solidly in all aspects of his work. ✓ He handled the project in earnest from start to finish.
✓ He is an asset to our team. If it needs to be resolved, he will finish it. Below expectations as ✗ can't depend on it. If the task must be completed, it is better to assign it to someone else. ✗ does not believe in his efforts. He demonstrated no willingness to complete the work. ✗ she was never willing to work overtime even though the job required her. ✗ he demonstrated no
willingness to do what it takes to get the job done, especially in this economy. ✗ His reliability is skeptical. The results of his work are often poor and must be regularly examined. ✗ He tends to leave work for others to do; while most of his colleagues are willing to work late to end the project. ✗ His productivity was not as good as his colleagues. ✗ He is very loyal but he cannot
count on. He's an unscalcessioner. ✗ He can usually be trusted in his work, but there have been a number of incidents where this did not happen. ✗ He is a very loyal man, but cannot count on. ✗ We need people willing to do whatever it takes to get the job done. He's not one of those people. ✗ he showed no concerns over the perception of others against him or his work
performance. ✗ His decision was inconsistent as he called his colleagues. ✗ He cannot be trusted for his efforts and shows no willingness to do whatever it takes to get the job achieved. ✗ He showed no willingness to help his employees out even though the production was behind. Since being promoted to he has taken an approach to compromising his team. ✗ He demands
reliability from others, but not from himself. ✗ He has energy levels, driving, and inconsistent and unpredictable performance. ✗ He talked about delivery, but did not consistently deliver. ✗ He frustrates employees who rely on him. ✗ he made promises that he did not save. ✗ He guarantees that the deadline will be met, but consistently misses them. ✗ He is reliable when it suits
him, he always needs is reminded to do tasks that he does not enjoy. Meet or Exceed Expectations ✓ he is very timely and appreciates the time of his colleagues and business associates. He was never too late for a business meeting. ✓ He's a very honest person. He has never abused any company benefits for personal purposes. ✓ He is a very angled person. He is a good
manager who treats all employees equally, regardless of gender, age or any other factor. ✓ He has the ability to resolve disputes with clients and partners peacefully. ✓ He discourages gossip or other negative discourse at work. He forms a good working climate. ✓ He well and never criticized his colleagues when they did something incorrect. He helps to treat the condition
otherwise. ✓ He always adheres to the dress code. His conduct was supposed and formal as his appearance. ✓ He is a skilled consultant who follows corporate regulations and reviews techniques. His negotiating skills have had a positive impact on the development of his career. ✓ He has developed an effective system to encourage and criticize its employees. The management
of its citizens is respected by working communities. ✓ He is one of the most moral workers. His firm stance on principles and ethics needs to be praised. ✓ He follows all company policies. He adheres to both the letters and the spirit of the rules. ✓ He is very trustworthy. He shows a high ambition about how he believes the people around him should behave. ✓ Is someone we
expected a lot out and he consistently delivered. His daily work ethic is a standard that others should follow. ✓ He understands his legal responsibilities to the company well. ✓ High ethical standards are shown through all his work every day. ✓ He maintained the highest standards of personal integrity. ✓ He displays exemplary behavior in every aspect of his work. ✓ He is highly
regarded for his integrity both inside and outside the company. ✓ He is a real leader in the company's values on integrity. ✓ He set the standard of integrity. ✓ He Identifies the most deserving measures and then follows them. ✓ He always chooses a reputable path when given the option. ✓ He found and implemented admirable ways to deal with any ethically challenging
situations. ✓He emulated the very high standards of integrity he set. ✓ He consistently engages in lively behavior. ProsperForms — set up a form and start receiving submissions from your colleagues in minutes. 100+ available forms: reports, logs, requests, etc. or self-build. View and manage submissions on Timeline and Board screens generate a PDF report. Starting from ✓ He
can be calculated to act honorablely in all situations. ✓ He fostered a climate of integrity in his department. ✓ He demonstrated the highest level of integrity in all his dealings with employees. ✓ He always deals with customers with the highest level of integrity. ✓ He has a strong sense of integrity that underlyes all his dealings with vendors. ✓-Him good intention in all his workplace
behavior. ✓ He consistently took the high road. ✓ He appropriately advises employees involved in inappropriate behavior. ✓ He has a strong sense of rights and wrongs. He has consistently sought to do what is right ✓ maintaining high standards of integrity throughout his department. ✓ He made a decision that consistently reflects his strong commitment to acting with good
reputable. ✓ He quickly pushed less than exemplary options. Under Expectations made✗ she seemed too focused on her appearance and followed the dress code rather than working skills. ✗ His approach to respecting corporate ethics is too strict. Staff were unable to demonstrate the initiative in the climate he had created. ✗ He was too disagged and discouraged or praised his
staff when it should. ✗ He failed to reprimand his employees even though they made serious mistakes in business negotiations. ✗ She went into excessive details during business communications to ensure colleagues understood her point of view. It takes too much work. ✗ a high ethical approach and his belief in others wants to work ethically often unjustified. ✗ He appreciated
mutually beneficial cooperation with his partner and maintained a good relationship with them. He really forgets about the competitiveness required, which is also important in the business. ✗ he had established a democratic relationship and was evenly with his employees but he should have been more demanding. ✗ Occasionally made misleading statements that needed to be
corrected. ✗ He often lax with respect to ethics in business dealings internationally. He must manage his employees to realize that international ethics must be considered more carefully. ✗ there were some allegations from clients that he was not true. ✗ he fulfilled the letter of law but regularly failed to respect the spirit to what extent our ethics policies were concerned. ✗
Bending rules effectively breaks them down in our line of work. He needs to be more careful to stick to the rules as defined. ✗ he allowed expedition to take precedence for integrity. ✗ he set aside integrity when pursuing his goals. ✗ He tried to rationalize his less meritorous behavior. ✗ Integrity does not seem to rank very high on its priority list. ✗ He always expects integrity from
others, but does not always display himself. ✗ he demonstrated an acceptable level of integrity only intermittent. ✗ He has shown several recent rounds in integrity. ✗ he breached the company's standards and expectations on the integrity of ✗ He had put the company at risk with inappropriate. ✗ He was involved in less capable behavior. ✗ taken action that has led its
employees to question its integrity. ✗ he generated complaints from customers due to issues with his integrity. ✗ was a cause of concern from vendors because of his integrity. ✗ He has burdened company clients and money because of his disappointment ✗ He has engaged in questionable behaviour that has led to corporate embarrassment. Meet or Exceed Expectations ✓ He
is a flexible manager and always tries to understand and respect the situation of his employees. He created a positive work environment. ✓ He is willing to improve and develop the skills needed to make his job more effective. He participated in training and other corporate events. ✓ He was never stressed out in an unexpected situation. He never complained about the innovations
introduced at work. ✓ He was ready to make a new decision and was carefully considered if the circumstances had changed and previous actions had become inappropriate. ✓ He is willing to work over hours if urgent and important issues must be resolved at the end of the day. ✓ He is always ready for business travel when necessary for his job and to improve relationships with
customers. ✓ He is strong and confident but at the same time open-minded. He is always ready to consider suggestions from colleagues. ✓ He is always sensitive to market changes in order to respond immediately. This awareness helps companies develop and grow. ✓ He always takes the opposite and contradictive view of developing the right compromise solution. ✓ He tries
to find an individual approach to everyone, colleagues and clients. He optimized his work and benefited for the company. ✓ He always identifies more efficient ways in doing business. ✓ He is ready to receive constructive criticism. ✓ He is a well-derived team player. He was able to handle various tasks. ✓ He is calm under pressure. ✓ He is a calming influence, especially in his
peer group. ✓ He demonstrated initiative, and was flexible when approaching new tasks. Under Current Political ✗ Not outstanding in activities that require high levels of flexibility. ✗ She can't refuse her colleague's request. He overtakes taking extra work and extra problems. ✗ He always adapts to the production changes by trying to please his manager. Standing alone will be
better. ✗ he failed to focus on his main task as he tried to get more extra skills at his workplace. ✗ He abused his willingness to allow them to work from home if needed. ✗ He tries to perform multiple tasks simultaneously to finish the job faster rather than setting the right priorities. ✗ He always received too many tasks and couldn't cope with a huge amount of work. ✗ can
change his point of view without analyzing or defending it. He should have been more certain about that. ✗ Because of his high level of responsibility, he could not afford to relax and enjoy some time from working. ✗ He tends to oppose activities where the route is unknown. ✗ He looks uninspired in new tasks. ✗ He became tight when the plan changed. Meeting or Exceeding
expectations of his strength is his ability to design achievable goals. He ensures those goals are all fulfilled on time. ✓He is effective on setting goals and challenging ✓He clearly conveys goals and objectives to colleagues. ✓ He is responsible for the performance of his staff. He ensured the achievement of the goals as planned. ✓ He defines a clear goal and expects accurate
performance from his group. ✓ He knows how to keep his staff focused on the plans. He assigned a suitable task to each of them. ✓ He knows to hand over appropriate tasks to each staff. He urged his staff to give his expected results. ✓ He gave frequent feedback to his staff. He trains them to make the show as needed. ✓ He always strives to be the best he could possibly be.
✓ He sets concrete and measurable goals. ✓ He set aggressive targets to meet business objectives. ✓ He created a clear goal in line with the company's mission. ✓ He proactively shared progress towards goal. ✓ He usually shares his knowledge with his staff to help them carry out their duties better. ✓ He took responsibility for his team's work and goals. ✓ He sets concrete
and measured tasks. ✓ He assigned the right obligations to the right staff and instructed them how to perform their assignments well. ✓ He always gives every staff the right task. His staff rewarded his hopes in their performances. ✓ He ensures his staff understand the responsibilities of their duties. He assumed the position of responsibility for their responsibilities. ✓ He clearly
conveys the objectives, and what to expect from them to members of his team. ✓ He has consistently shared feedback with his staff on their progress. ✓ He holds himself responsible for the objectives and goals of his team's performance. ✓ He set clear and measurable performance expectations. ✓ When working on a team, he always pays attention to goalscoring sets. He
monitors the achievements of his staff. ✓ He focuses on setting clear and achievable goals. He assessed the right level of performance from his group when performing their job. Under Expectations the ✗ Set to set goals that align with the company's objectives. ✗ he was ineffective to continue his goal. ✗ He is easily distracted at work. He failed to focus on his goals, resulting in
failure. ✗ He is responsible for deadlines and objectives to employees rather than accepting them as supervisors. ✗ He is ineffective to set achievable goals. ✗ He is inconsistent in determining goals and objectives. ✗ He assigns duties to his employees without providing any information or feedback to take care of them track. ✗ He sets performance goals unenforceable with
reality. ✗ he struggled to communicate when the deadline would be missed. ✗ He left a peer struggling to understand the status of the project's thoughts. ✗ He refuses to delegation to others. He tries to do all the work in itself. ✗ He doesn't want to accept responsibility for his missed goals. ✗ He is easily distracted. He was unfazed in focusing on achieving performance goals. ✗
He did not effectively assign his staff. His ineffective assignment means he cannot achieve a given goal. ✗ He did not achieve goal objective because he doesn't focus on his performance. ✗ He will shift responsibility to others for deadlines or goals that have not been achieved. ✗ He sometimes doesn't reach the set goal. ✗ He often submits his member's duties without giving
them information or feedback. The lack of information means staff do not know what to do ✗ do. ✗ He doesn't always pass on the right information to his staff to ensure they succeed with their job. ✗ He failed to achieve goals because he wasn't awake with his staff effectively. ✗ He was distracted and did not achieve his goals or objectives. ✗ He will blame others for missing out
on deadlines and objectives. ✗ He sets goals that are sometimes inaccessible. ✗ As a supervisor but he did not accept responsibility shared with his staff. He believes his employees should accept all responsibility for deadlines, objectives and decisions. ✗ ability to fix His goals is bad. He sometimes asks his staff to complete an inaccessible goal. ✗ He has a strong vision for the
future, both personally, and for the company. ✗ He developed actionable goals and planned how to meet them. ✗ He implemented plans quickly and effectively. He adjusts the plans when something doesn't work. ✗ He strives to promote the company's mission and vision. ✗ he contributed to the company's greater goals. ✗ He needs to set a more challenging goal. ✗ He is
constantly pursuing opportunities for growth and learning. ✗ He should seek to aim a little higher when setting goals. ✗ Will benefit from the reign in goals and vision to something more achieved. ✗ He needs to set a more accurate goal matching his level of talent. Meet or Exceed Expectations ✓ He is not waiting for instructions. He demonstrated an initiative to find his own new
task. ✓ He needs minimal oversight. He demonstrated his own initiative. ✓ He's a goal-oriented person. He set his own priorities to achieve his duties. ✓ He's a very creative person. He's adept at finding the best way to get the job done. ✓ He has a high sense of responsibility towards his duties. He tried to perfect his performance without prompts. ✓ he has never been satisfied
with his performance. He's always looking for new ways to improve himself. ✓ He supports new ideas, goals and methods of work no matter where they come from. ✓ He is always ready to take over new tasks when needed. ✓ has excellent communication skills. He's got a job done through the best use of people. ✓ He is flexible and has to adapt to any situation. He
demonstrates the willingness to do whatever is necessary to get the task done. ✓ He is always looking for ways to improve his abilities and better himself. ✓ He has always assumed responsibility for his team and his performance. ✓ He is constantly looking for new challenges and makes the work environment better. ✓ He has always taken the initiative in overcoming obstacles
and finding resolutions that meet everyone's needs. ✓ ✓ fulfilling his job is by finding new challenges for himself. ✓ He doesn't need a clue. He always carried out his assignment without waiting to be told. ✓ He is the responsible staff. He always performed his duties through unattended initiatives. ✓ He explored new opportunities without being pushed to do so. ✓ He needs
minimal oversight. ✓ He is constantly pursuing ways to further development or better himself. ✓ He always takes responsibility for his area and their actions. ✓ He is constantly challenging the way it is always done and strives to improve the environment. ✓ He championed new ideas, objectives or tools. ✓ He sought and took any new opportunities that might present himself. ✓
He often thinks that his performance is not as good as everyone says. He always wanted to try to improve his performance as much as possible. ✓ He is considered the best person in the group because of his innovative ideas, critical goals and effective work methods. ✓ He never minds taking on new tasks. He always takes on the toughest tasks to develop himself. Under The
General ✗ His experience and knowledge do not reflect the ones listed in his application. ✗ he must be closely supervised if he or she is to his job. ✗ He is lethargic and has no desire or volition to learn new skills or develop his credentials. ✗ It seemed too difficult for him to do his own job. ✗'t improve if he continues to ignore the opportunities ahead of him. ✗ He doesn't seem to
be adaptable. He was unable to perform consistently under pressure or thrive on ongoing changes or challenges. ✗ He usually thinks in the box and is afraid to risk doing nothing in a new way. ✗ He is indeed indeed indecent. He was unable to make quick decisions, take action or commit himself to comparing the project. ✗ He doesn't seem to be a person of ideas. He is not
ready to generate or recognize new solutions when performing tasks. ✗ Has poor abilities to create priority and course of action for itself. He has no skills in planning and follow-up to achieve results. ProsperForms — set up a form and start receiving submissions from your colleagues in minutes. 100+ available forms: reports, logs, requests, etc. or self-build. View and manage
submissions on Timeline and Dashboard screens, generate PDF reports. Starting ✗ He doesn't use his experience and knowledge for full potential. ✗ He needs close supervision when performing his work. ✗ He doesn't want to take any new techniques or skills. ✗ He finds it difficult to carry out tasks without help or ✗ He has no excellence and detailed skills in his application. ✗
He needs continuous guidance to achieve his work. ✗ He does not actively want to learn new skills or techniques as or to improve his credentials. ✗ He didn't feed himself as much as he could given his experience and knowledge. ✗ He needs constant surveillance to get Completed. ✗ He doesn't seem to want to learn any new techniques or skills. ✗ He had trouble doing tasks
without help or surveillance. ✗ He was not looking for opportunities to learn and thrive in his role. ✗ He failed to figure out the boxes and preferred to do things the way they were always done. ✗ He always had issues when he had to deal with mere tasks. ✗ He often ignores unexpected opportunities and loses the opportunity to improve himself. ✗ He often works in an
unresponsive way. He never risked doing anything innovatively. Meet or Exceed Expectations ✓ he is very studious. He is willing to study the knowledge needed for his job. He shares everything he knows with other team members. ✓ He always keeps himself updated on new information and knowledge in relation to his area of expertise. ✓ He demonstrated knowledge of
potentially excellent levels on employment needs and related skills. ✓ He is very knowledgeable about the company's products and special features. ✓ John is very hard-working. He doesn't mind studying anything related to the job. She shares whatever she knows with other colleagues. ✓ He always shares the latest information and knowledge related to the specialist field where
he works. ✓ He has the perfect knowledge and skills that are useful for his job. ✓ He has in-depth knowledge of the company's products and certain characteristics of products. ✓ He has the appropriate expertise to perform his duties at a very professional level. ✓ He took the opportunity available to improve his knowledge of relevant employment skills. ✓ He completed his
assignment on a timely and efficient manner. ✓ He shared his knowledge with colleagues. ✓ He maintains the latest level of professional and technical knowledge. ✓ He demonstrates knowledge of his task every day. ✓ He always instiled new knowledge to his work and followed changes in his field. ✓ He is always the first to understand new rules, upgraded software and
equipment and adapt to changes. ✓ his skill set outweighs the need for the job. Under expectations for ✗ he was unable to fulfill his duties because of the lack of knowledge needed about the job. ✗ He cannot afford to perform despite the simplest task. He cannot be released from the sight of his supervisor. ✗'t be knowledgeable about his jobs and needs as we expect. ✗ He
doesn't know despite the main foundation of the job. He always needs to ask for someone else's instructions. ✗ He couldn't complete his job because he didn't have the necessary job knowledge. ✗ He doesn't have the ability to do the simplest task and requires closer oversight. ✗'t satisfy our hopes because he doesn't have the necessary job knowledge. ✗ He doesn't understand
the core foundations of the job. He always needed the help of his colleagues. ✗ he continued to turn in sub-par work and needed to improve his employment knowledge. ✗ He repeatedly asked the same questions about work tasks. He did not maintain the important information needed to perform his duties well. ✗ set of skills does not qualify for the job. Meet or Exceed
Expectations ✓ He knows how to instil the appropriate knowledge and find sources of information to make strong decisions. ✓ He is a fair decision-maker. ✓ He did not let his point of view be captured with doubt when faced with a problem. ✓ He can stay calm and calm when facing problems. ✓ he can be very persuading with his sound arguments. ✓ He is a fact-based decision-
maker. ✓ He maintains objective consideration when determining immediate action. ✓ He showed sound judgment when assessing various opportunities. ✓ He came to a reasonable conclusion based on information submitted to him. ✓ He is fact-based, and refuses to accept emotional arguments when deciding. ✓ He remains calm, especially under pressure. ✓ He balanced
fast decision-making, with the ability to analyze many corners to the problem. ✓ He was convinced and persuaded when making big decisions. ✓ He has consistently understood the core issues. His understanding of those issues allowed him to solve problems at an extraordinary rate. ✓ He made confident decisions when presented with facts and data. ✓ He effectively prioritizes
urgent matters over those who can wait. ✓ He effectively outlined the best cases and worst case scenarios to help make decisions. Below expectations that ✗ More to emotion-based decision-makers. ✗ He failed to make sound judgments. ✗ He did not consult with others for ideas and made subjective judgments. ✗ He couldn't handle the pressure well and made quick decisions
that wouldn't usually be the best. ✗ He makes a terrace-desperate decision without first collecting the facts and data needed to make an informed decision. ✗ He consistently displays hesitation in excess when making decisions. ✗ He made a big decision without the approval of all their respective parties. ✗ He was unable to keep the information confidential in person. ✗ He
approached the decision with the thought of one track. ✗ He usually fails to consider all the facts before deciding. Meet or Exceed Expectations ✓ He encourages others to voice their own opinions. ✓ Listen to opinions and ensure that staff feel that they are being heard, and are free to express their opinions. ✓ He has mastered the skills of showing employees he has understood
their concerns and opinions. ✓ He tries to understand the employee's point of view. ✓ He demonstrates appropriate behavior and gestures, such as kissing or keeping eye contact to show attention and consent. ✓ He is patient to hear the opinions and wait until they finish talking. ✓ He is an active and focused listener. ✓ He made sure the team felt heard. ✓ He created a healthy
dialogue to help bring the best solution. ✓ He listens with an open mind. ✓ He showed his sincere appreciation for opposing the point of view. ✓ He was actively seeking feedback, despite disagreeing with his own views. Own. He asked deep questions to understand the cause of an issue. ✓ He feels empathy with others who have opposed the point of view. ✓ He follows the
instructions carefully and attention. ✓ He is sincerely interested in what others say and listen completely before responding. ✓ He listened, and immediately followed all the instructions. ✓ He is always a caring and active listener. ✓ He encouraged feedback from his clients. He listened to customers and sought to solve any problems. Under Expectations he ✗ pay attention when
others talk and often ask stupid questions. ✗ He is easily distracted when hearing others. ✗ He harasses others as they speak. ✗ He doesn't want to hear anyone else. ✗ He lost his anger easily when others gave criticism. ✗ He harasses others and changes their topics if he doesn't like them. ✗ He asked a question that showed he was inactive listening to the conversation in
hand. ✗ He is easily distracted and does not fully absorb someone else's point of view. ✗ She harassed her friends. ✗ He always rejects the conversation. ✗ He rejected the idea of someone else that he disagreed with. ✗ He stopped listening when presented with a opposing point of view. ✗ He wasn't bothered by what others said and harassed others before they finished
talking. ✗ he did not hear instructions and repeatedly asked the management to repeat himself. ✗ He is an intensive listener and rarely asks for an explanation. ✗ He ignores customer feedback and interacts only when necessary. Meet or Exceed Expectations ✓ He organizes and provides instructions, guidance and feedback to his subordinates and colleagues. ✓ He maintained
open communication among his employees. ✓ He acknowledged the achievements of employees and recognised their contributions. ✓ He encouraged employees to take responsibility for their performance. ✓ He distributes resources in an appropriate way depending on the priorities of the assignment. ✓ He established a reliability and caring corporate culture. ✓ He shared his
vision of the action plan with employees. ✓ received respect from employees. ✓ He is in charge of his own staff. ✓ He is ready to share information and knowledge for the development with all employees. ✓ He is very helpful when entry-level staff mentors get used to their jobs. ✓ He is a great mentor who is very helpful to new staff. ✓ He demonstrated a high level of knowledge
on internal policies and standards, which is a key requirement for effective mentoring. ✓ He's a slave leader, who is always willing to help his team. ✓ He gave the structure, feedback and direction to his team. ✓ He consistently recognizes his team for the job done Good. ✓ He actively listened to his team's feedback and comments. ✓ He created a culture of dialogue. ✓ He
recognises staff for jobs well done. ✓ He allowed only enough difference to find the best results. ✓ He balanced the organization's overall strategy with daily tasks. ✓ He showed setting a high bar for ethical behavior. ✓ He appreciates staff performance and values their loyalty. ✓ He praised the staff who took responsibility for their performances. ✓ He allocates tasks accordingly
based on prior tasks. ✓ He provides information and knowledge that is beneficial to the general development of staff. ✓ He understands how to take daily tasks and motivate employees to meet long-term goals. ✓ He led a team in a customer service environment that was difficult to succeed, meeting all objectives. ✓ He understands people and different ways of motivating them to
get the job done. ✓ He is a brilliant coach and regularly receives maximum performance feedback scores from his direct report. ✓ He understands that good leaders improve themselves through studies, training, and experience. He is willing to do the necessary hours for this effort. ✓ He was able to bring out the best of those on the team. ✓ He has established an effective system
for retrieval of communication and information. ✓ He provides ongoing guidance and guidance to employees. ✓ He is open to listening to employees, as well as experimenting with new management techniques. ✓ He empowers others to take the initiative as well. ✓ He demonstrated strong judgment in making critical decisions. ✓ He avoids knee-jerk reactions, and collects all
relevant facts before deciding. ✓ He created an atmosphere where creativity and innovation were both rewarded and encouraged. Below expectations for ✗ exaggerates the seriousness of the problem. ✗ He confuses employees through different instructions and guidance. ✗ He ignores company policies tends to be self-employed. ✗ He is rarely prepared to participate in
discussions or meetings. ✗ He rarely shows appreciation for his good performance. ✗ His leadership instincts cannot rely on managing others. ✗ He failed to explain the procedure to his subordinates clearly. He has no qualifications to be an effective mentor. ✗ He expects everyone to know the rules and procedures but never give them any mentor. ✗ He was disappointed easily
with new team members and failed to offer any support. ✗ He is often impatient and uninformed. ✗ He tends to overcome problems when urgent results are needed. ✗ He failed to plan for the future. ✗ He sent mixed signals to his team about daily goals and activities. ✗ He rarely shows any recognition to his team. ✗ He sets unreasonable expectations for his team. ✗ He failed
confidential information confidential. ✗ He plays favorites and doesn't treat every team member equally. ✗ He ignores the rules companies prefer to work on his own. ✗ He rarely participates in discussions or meetings. ✗ He rarely praises staff at outstanding performance. ProsperForms — set up a form and start receiving submissions from your colleagues in minutes. 100+
available forms: reports, logs, requests, etc. or self-build. Own. and managing on-screen submissions of Timeline and Dashboard, generating PDF reports. Starting ✗ He does not use his leadership skills accordingly to manage staff. ✗ He needs to know when to step back and let the team work. ✗ He sets out too high expectations for his team. ✗ He rarely recognizes his team. ✗
He needs to establish an effective system for retrieval communication and information. ✗ He often reinforces innovation and creativity. ✗ He needs to focus on the big picture items, yet he continues to micromanage his staff. ✗ He finds it difficult to horn up the task that makes the team's achievements completely dependent on it. ✗ Lack of trust in his team members means it is
difficult for his team to achieve anything. ✗ He's a capable manager but he can't afford to influence people like true leaders. ✗'t be able to persuade people to get the job done. Meet or Exceed Expectations ✓ He is very good at managing his team to perform tasks brilliantly. ✓ He's a good manager and he leads his team to perform their assignments well. ✓ He managed a flawed
team In difficult circumstances, and developed it to be one of the best in our organization. ✓ his team and manager gave him positive feedback and good comments. ✓ He is very clever at training employees. He ordered them to use their strengths to improve their performance. ✓ He specializes in training his employees. He provided good management to them. ✓ He led his
team to become the best team despite the difficulties of going with him. ✓ He was able to set clear objectives and requirements for his subordinates. ✓ He provided sufficient information on guidance and feedback to his team. ✓ He is directly responsible for addressing the problem. ✓ He oversees and cares about the performance of his subordinates. ✓ Monitor processes
regularly meeting with each member to show concerns about their performance. ✓ He designed the action plan and deadline required for each subordinate to achieve their job. ✓ He is very professional with his employees and manages it well. ✓ He has a difficult situation with his managed team, however he has turned in excellent fashion. ✓ His team played well and everything
spoke very much to him. ✓ He is a top performer and leads a team of high performers. His leadership has contributed to very high productivity from the department. ✓ He understands his team and how to motivate them to high performance. ✓ He manages his team well and get a good show from them. ✓ He's an effective manager and understands how to supervise his
employees to meet expectations. ✓ He had a rough start but ended the year well with his team turning in the best performers of all groups. ✓ He has received good feedback from both his team and his manager. ✓ He is very adept in managing tough workers and turning their enthusiasm towards higher performances. ✓ He's a very good manager and he knows how to lead his
staff to meet his hopes. ✓ ✓ had a tough start but he and his team achieved the best performance of all groups in the company. ✓ He pushed into a really tough position and managed a complicated team. But in no time at all, he led the team to be one of the best. ✓ he has received good words from his team and his managers. ✓ He specializes in managing staff. He knows how
to use their strengths to make their performances better. ✓ He works as an advisor, friend, and boss for his team. He played all three of these roles very well to manage his team. ✓ He started that period with a very bad performance. However, he finished it with his team's best performance from all groups. ✓ He took over the company's worst team, but he managed very well that
he had developed every member to be one of the most effective employees in the company. ✓ He has received a lot of positive assessments from his subordinates and other line managers. ✓ He managed his team well and received good performances from them. ✓ He's an effective manager and understands how to supervise his employees to meet expectations. ✓ He had a
rough start but he finished the year well with his team shifting in the best performance of all groups. ✓ He is in a difficult situation: he inherits a frank team is a mess. He quickly turned the team around to one of our best performers. ✓ He has received good feedback from his team and his manager. ✓ He is very adept in managing tough workers and turning their enthusiasm
towards higher performances. ✓ He has a difficult situation with his managed team, however he has changed it in excellent fashion. ✓ His team performed well and all spoke very much to him. Under Current Expectations ✗ be a good supervisor, he doesn't know how to lead his staff to achieve the perfect performance. ✗ was poor in managing high-team teams. He doesn't know
how to perform this task. ✗ He's a good worker but not good enough to be a very good manager. ✗ He displayed unfairness with his team and favored certain individuals. ✗ He is far from a staff specialist manager. His employees' complaints about his impossible needs are reasonable. He should learn to accept a reasonable balance of work-personal life. ✗ He's a good
supervisor but he doesn't specialize in this field. He couldn't afford to manage his team well and his team's performance wasn't nice. ✗ He tries to be a manager and a friend. He finds it difficult to distinguish personal relationships and working relationships. ✗ He didn't know how to set the target and lead his team to get to them. He felt confused when setting goals and leading his
team forward. ✗ he failed to resolve the conflict among the subordinates. ✗ he failed to create a work environment meeting the expectations of his subordinates. ✗ He failed to show frequent appreciation for his subordinates' performance. ✗ he failed to solve bad performance problems at work. ✗ He failed to solve the problem until they became ✗ He failed to meet the schedule.
✗ He didn't cope well managing employees. ✗ He's a satisfying supervisor but he's not outstanding. He has not always been related to his employees and this demonstrates in the group's work efforts. ✗ He didn't make the transition from colleague to manager well. He has a hard time separating his personal relationship with a professional one. ✗ He doesn't understand how to fix
the team goals and manage his team to achieve them. He is not focused on the goals needed to move his team forward. ✗ He understood how to manage a personality similar to him, but did not work hard at managing other types of personalities on his team. He needs to better understand the types of personalities and how they are intertored. ✗ He is a good task manager, but
falls short when it comes to setting a vision. ✗ are some issues with his team that must be resolved. These issues can be detrimental to the department's performance and should be the focus of the next few months. ✗ he understood how to handle tough workers and manage tough staff. We continue to have above-average turnover in his team. This year, we need to focus on
what issues are causing such high turnover. ✗ he was not very effective in managing his staff to a high level. ✗ He was a good supervisor, but has failed to manage his staff to high productivity. ✗ he did not understand the ins and outs of managing high performance teams and has yet to perform. ✗ He's a great individual performer but so far hasn't proven he's a good manager.
✗ He has a tendency to play favorites and not treat all employees fairly. ✗ He consistently complained of unreasonable expectations. ✗ He's a good supervisor, but he's not an expert in this field. He has no good relationship with his staff and this affects the team's performance. ✗ he has found it difficult to become a manager after becoming a staffer. He had difficulty distinguishing
personal relationships and working people. ✗ he failed to manage his staff to get effective performance. ✗ He is good at supervising, but he cannot manage his staff to an efficient performance. ✗ He did not expect complications when managing a high performance team. He didn't know how to perform well. ✗ he was a specialist staffer but nothing indicated that he was skilled
enough to be a manager. ✗ He didn't work to lead his team to a high performance. ✗ He has yet to find a way to deal with the situation in groups. His team produced poor results for ✗ He's a great employee. However, he did not perform well as a manager. ✗ Did not perform well in creating an honest and open environment for its supervised employees. ✗ He is a good task
manager, but falls short when it comes to setting a vision. ✗ there were some issues with him as leader and his team that must be resolved. These issues can be detrimental to performance and should be the focus of the next few months. ✗ He was not very effective in managing his staff to a high performance. ✗ He was a good supervisor, but he has failed to manage his staff to
high productivity. ✗ he did not understand the ins and outs of managing high performance teams and has yet to perform. ✗ He is a varied but not outstanding supervisor. He has not always been related to his employees and this demonstrates in the group's work efforts. ✗ He didn't make the transition from colleague to manager well. He has a hard time separating his personal
relationship with a professional one. ✗ He doesn't understand how to fix the team goals and manage his team to achieve them. He seems to always be in survival mode without focusing on the goals needed to move his team forward. Meet or Exceed Expectations ✓ He demonstrates his good organizational skills and planning. ✓ He is creative and logical in dealing with any
aspect of his work. ✓ He was quick to find information. ✓ He is a plan and organizes timely work. ✓ He complies with the deadline and meets the production benchmark. ✓ He worked towards an orderly and comfortable work environment. ✓ He took responsibility for working and was ready to stay late to ensure the work was well implemented. Below his ✗ found it difficult to plan
action without instructions. ✗ He failed to solve the problem on time. ✗ He has no communication at work and refuses to support or offer assistance to those in need. ✗ he had difficulty understanding the company's strategy or narrated the ideal concept to the manager. ✗ He demonstrates management style by crisis, which means responsive style. ✗ He has had difficulty
handling his workload. Meet or Exceed Expectations ✓ He shows a high level of team spirit. He is ready to work with members of his team to get the job done. ✓ He is very clever encouraging other members to do the job according to their best efforts. ✓ He respects every team member. ✓ He appreciates new ideas from members of his team very much. ✓ He was very active in
asking for the views of his team members before deciding. ✓ He can be expected by his team members and expect the same thing from them. ✓ He manages his relationship with colleagues, managers, and his employees professionally. ✓ He worked well with others. ✓ He is a concealment team player. ✓ He contributed to the team's success on a regular basis. ✓ His ability to
work well with others is always impressive. This year, he has really shined in this area. He is one the team you like to have your team. ✓ He always becomes one of the first to volunteer to help get the job done every time ✓ ✓ a big project comes along. ✓ He is an army player and understands how to help others in the time it takes. ✓His ✓His ✓ to collaborate and understand the
dynamics of many teams in the organization has benefited the firm. ✓ He doesn't worry about who gets credit, just that the task is achievable. ✓ He has great willingness to help his teammates. ✓ He found a creative workaround that improved the process for the team. His innovative move resulted in a 25% increase in productivity for the team as a whole. ✓ He is a good team
member. He was very cooperative and helpful in the time it takes. ✓ His ability to coordinate the performances of each member of the joint team is crucial to the success of the team, ✓ He doesn't care who receives the credit. He just cares about how to get the job done brilliantly. ✓ He satisfied everyone because he often contributed positively to the success of others rather than
himself. ✓ He knows very well how to maintain good relationships and communication with others to finish team work. ✓ He was often the first person to volunteer. ✓ He empowers himself as well as others around him. ✓ He made new employees feel welcome. ✓ He recognizes the potential of others, and strives to help them achieve that potential. ✓ He quickly lends hands to
others who need help. ✓ He shares expertise with others, to teach as well as achieve goals. ✓ He is a very good example of our company's culture ✓ in action. ✓ Handle the pressure well. ✓ He was sensitive and clear when delivering bad news. ✓ He finds a positive in situations where perspective is needed. ✓ His enthusiasm for the work shines through and infects others
around them. ✓ He's open to change. ✓ He established a good relationship with his friends, managers and staff in a professional environment. ✓ He focuses on the basics of bringing success to the team. ✓ He completed the task without concern for who would take credit. ✓ He doesn't care just for himself. ✓ He always espouses himself full time for team success. Under
Expectations he ✗ had no good relationship with members of his team. He sometimes refuses to accept their opinions. ✗ He's a loner. He is not suitable for teamwork tasks. ✗ not want to share his knowledge in relation to the task with others. ✗ He doesn't actively cooperate with others. ✗ He sticks to too much and doesn't plug in with his team effectively. ✗ He only focuses on
getting his own work accomplished. He didn't take the time to help members of his team who were struggling to compete. ✗ He was inconsistent in support of his teammates. ✗ He was a good team player when he was just a member but now that he is in a supervisory role, he has lost a lot of teamwork skills. ✗ He relies on his own knowledge and abilities and fails to ask for the
help of others and their expertise. ✗ He is a team player most of the time, but often we have problems with him when other teammates need help. ✗ He focuses on himself and not thinking about the needs of those around ✗ He seems more ythmtic to accomplish his own tasks rather than help others who may need help. ✗ He comes from a very individually focused work
environment to a team focused and has struggled to adapt. ✗ He devoted his team to achieving individual duties and ignorance to consider what could be achieved if the team worked more unitedly more unitedly. ProsperForms — set up a form and start receiving submissions from your colleagues in minutes. 100+ available forms: reports, logs, requests, etc. or self-build. View
and manage submissions on Timeline and Dashboard screens, generate PDF reports. Starting ✗ He worked with the team well when his own projects were coming and he needed help, but when they were achieved, he didn't often help others on their projects. ✗ He doesn't understand how to share tasks with others. ✗ he better suits individual-focused environments than group
working environments. ✗ He directs every member towards achieving their duties. He doesn't focus on aligning them towards one goal in common. ✗ He did not monitor and follow up on the progress of his team and consequenly nothing was achieved. ✗ He pays strong attention to his own tasks that he does not consider the needs of his teammates. ✗ He often pays more
attention to completing his job than supporting other teammates who might need his help. ✗ He didn't help his teammates as desired. ✗ He sticks to too much and doesn't plug in with his team effectively. ✗ he was focused on getting his own works accomplished, but didn't take the time to help members of his team who were struggling to compete. ✗ He worked with the team well
when his own projects were coming and he needed help, but when they were achieved, he didn't regularly help others on their projects. ✗ struggle when faced with activities that require high flexibility. ✗ He is resistant/open to change. ✗ He needs to show greater enthusiasm. ✗ he avoided delivering bad news when necessary or leaving that responsibility to others. ✗ despite his
good results, he can seek to improve his attitude or spirit in general. ✗ He has a tendency to blame others for poor problems or decisions. ✗ He had a good teamwork spirit when he became a member of the team but he lost it after becoming a supervisor. ✗ He is only concerned with the achievements of each individual without considering what the team will get if cooperating. ✗
He depends on the and his skills to perform without asking for the help and advice of colleagues. ✗ He fulfilled the difficulty when working with the team he was to perform as an individual. ✗ He doesn't know how to work with his colleagues on his team to reach the target. ✗ He complained that he did not receive any help from others. Meet or Exceed Expectations ✓ He is a very
good employee and he understands our systems and processes carefully. ✓ He was provided a lot of complicated tasks but he executed Easy. ✓ He was always the first person to really understand and take on new technologies well. ✓ He has always been the first choice when we need someone to take on new technologies. ✓ Everything seems to have a big step in the tech
world. We always put faith in him because he specializes in working with previous generation systems. ✓ He knows the width from his assignment carefully. ✓ he is good at resolving complicated issues in his job. ✓ He has the ability to learn new technologies quickly and successfully apply it to improve his performance. ✓ He has good knowledge of technology and he knows how
to apply it efficiently. ✓ He's one of the most technical workers we have. ✓ He is able to understand complex technical concepts. He explained they easily understand the way. ✓ We rely on it when we need to implement new technologies. ✓ He is good at understanding the technical nature of his task. ✓ he excels at absorbing the complexities of his job. ✓ He's dealing with very
complex topics and discussions. He is always able to bring a level of understanding the whole we can follow. ✓ He is one of the first people we turn to every time we have a very technical problem. His ability to understand technology is an asset to our team. ✓ He is a technician who achieves who understands our systems and processes. ✓ He was one of the first to take and
understand new technologies as we implemented. ✓ He exhibited excellent efficiency in [relevant skills]. ✓ He is able to understand the technical concepts that are difficult and explain it to others. ✓ Address the ins and outs of jobs easily and flavorfully. ✓ He rarely makes mistakes careless. ✓ He experimented with new ways to improve his skills and decisions. ✓ He practiced a
lot of care in his work. ✓ He has a good instinct and knows when to follow them. Under Expectations he ✗'t good enough to be a technician. ✗ He had good knowledge of the business, but he failed to communicate with other technical members of his team. ✗ he was supposed to attend more training sessions, he should learn harder to improve his technical knowledge. ✗ that his
technical aptitude was not as good as displayed in his application. ✗ He sometimes seems to ignore the technical concepts. He should have applied more technical concepts to meet the needs of his role. ✗ He was unaware of how to adopt the latest technology. He needed an excessive further training session. He should have been willing to face change. ✗ He seems to be
difficult when learning new technologies. ✗ He couldn't mingle with our technology even though our systems were used long time and well documented. ✗ He must equip himself with more technological knowledge for his task. ✗ He's not so adept at understanding new technologies. ✗ He has no concern for understanding the technical nuances they convey even though our
system has been implemented for many years and is well documented. ✗ His Understanding of business is excellent, however, however, to communicate with the technical members of his team holding him back. ✗ He needs to continuously improve his technical knowledge through training and self-study. ✗ He needs to improve the technical understanding of his work. ✗ he was
not a technician but some basic technical knowledge was needed in his role. He needs to work on his technical knowledge. ✗ He needs to work to be able to think outside the box. He should think beyond manual, and solve undocumented technical problems. ✗ He wasn't technical enough for his role. ✗ He surprised us by no more technical nature given his background. ✗ He
should learn the technical concepts necessary for his position. The technical concept sometimes seems to pass him by. ✗ He needs to focus more on understanding trends and changes in the fast-changing world market. ✗ He needs to try to adapt better to a new system or technology. ✗ He kept looking for ways to improve. ✗ his professional growth seems to have been
stopped. ✗ has grown a lot since renting, but he still has good space for further growth. Meet or Exceed Expectations ✓ He carries out his duties carefully and always reaches them in the appropriate time. ✓ He is always responsible for the performance and effectiveness of his colleagues. ✓ He is a very good member of our team. He always makes high-quality products. ✓ He
has the ability to manage his team's time and time well. ✓ He knows how to organize his schedule to complete both big and small tasks every week. ✓ He always performs his duties effectively. ✓ He knows how to manage his schedule accordingly to complete his assignment. ✓ he can achieve his assignment efficiently with the tools provided. ✓ He was able to work under high
pressure. ✓ He always learns about the nature of the project and the tasks carefully. He divides the appropriate time to complete his assignment. ✓ He demonstrated his ability to manage various tasks and achieve them in a timely manner. ✓ He asked his team to take responsibility for their performances and goals. ✓ He is a very good team member. The products they have
achieved are always planned in advance and quality. ✓ He has the ability to control the time and time of his staff. ✓ He uses his time effectively to perform the big and small tasks that must be done weekly. ✓ Divides its time logically to achieve its goals. ✓ He knows how to use the equipment efficiently to manage his time. Under Expectations he ✗ was a good worker but if he
knew how to manage his time more appropriate he would be more effective. ✗ He thought that the tools were given to him necessary and he didn't use it. ✗ not know how to use his time accordingly to complete his work. ✗ He didn't know how to manage his time and he couldn't meet the project deadline again and again. ✗ She should learn how to manage time in a more
effective way. ✗ He should make a work plan for each week. He spends too much time doing without proper plan. ✗ she spends too much time on things like email and the Internet. ✗ He doesn't have the ability to work under pressure. ✗ He trained how to use his time efficiently but he still couldn't manage it. ✗ He couldn't finish his job because he managed his time ineffective. ✗
He usually takes too much time than is needed to finish his job. ✗ he took too much time to perform his duties. We advise him to make concrete plans for each week. Meet or Exceed Expectations ✓ He is willing to help his staff find appropriate training sessions. ✓ We are impressed by its willingness to provide instructions on the latest technology and facilities. ✓ He doesn't mind
participating in job training. He is a valued member of the team with his passion. ✓ He encouraged all team members to participate in the necessary training sessions. ✓ He is responsible and ensures that all members participate in the necessary training sessions. ✓ he was able to learn the concept quickly and practice it into his performance. ✓ He enthusiastically helped his
fellow trainees learn complicated lessons in training sessions by can-do attitude. ✓ He is always looking for opportunities to participate in specialized training sessions. Under Expectations he ✗ did not maintain full training equipment between classes. ✗ He did not exchange class concepts to colleagues despite still participating in training sessions. ✗ She doesn't need her staff to
participate in training sessions even with only the minimum hours each year. ✗ He seemed to think that training sessions didn't matter so that he didn't concentrate on them. ✗ He shouldn't joke in training classes. He should concentrate on the content of training lessons. ✗ He should participate in more training opportunities and concentrate on them. ✗ He should be ready before
coming to the training session, This will help him understand all the knowledge that the coach is presenting. ✗ that he did not know how to instill the knowledge learned in training sessions into his performance. ✗ he declared that training sessions were unchassoy despite the many new challenges he faced. Meet or Exceed Expectations ✓ He built an atmosphere of trust in his
team. ✓ His attitude is an asset to his management skills. He continually built people. He deals with difficult situations with incredible postures, and focuses on positives. ✓ He refused to be downgraded under incredible pressure. He stands firm and the situation does not affect his attitude. Tim has a unique mindset that is highly appreciated. ✓ His attitude is always in sight. ✓ His
cheerful attitude makes others feel good when in ✓ He highlights the positives in most situations. ✓ He maintains a steady and positive attitude that helps. His employees felt everything was ok, though apparently not. ✓ He always had a positive attitude. He often has a smile on his face and you can tell he enjoys his job. ✓ He's cheerful man always people feel happy to be
around. We are lucky to him on our team. ✓ He had a demeanor even through good and bad times. Its continued cheerfulness helps others take care of their spirit, both positive and negative, in check. ✓ He has a soothing personality that reflects a very quiet personality. His attitude is one that should be emulated. ✓ He brings a level of enthusiasm to his slightest job as much as
possible. He was always a member of the team we went when we needed an elevator. ✓ he is extremely maneuvering around any obstacles thrown at him. He ended his work on time and with accuracy. ✓ He always smiles as he goes to work. He doesn't mind showcasing his positive attitude to the team. ✓ he never complained about his job or colleagues. ✓ He always provides
assistance when necessary, even outside of duty hours remains familiar or on weekends. ✓ He starts every day revived and prepares for any challenges he may face. ✓ He encouraged his colleagues at work. He easily builds an atmosphere of trust in his team ✓ His attitude is the valuable teaching of his management skills. He continued to strengthen the relationship between
his subordinates. He solves difficult situations in an amazing way. ✓ He is firm, determined and confident. His attitude to work does not decrease under any circumstances. Its strong consciousness is highly appreciated. ✓ He can handle internal pressure brilliantly. He maintained a proper attitude to external relations. ✓ Bill is like a cheerful person that everyone feels good with
him around. ✓ He usually concentrates on being positive when addressing the problem. ✓ He has a positive attitude and he is willing to share his opinion on relevant matters. ✓ He congratulated staff on the job well done. He maintained a good and comfortable environment for his team. ✓ His positive attitude in his management role is the most important and effective skill. He
works with others and tries to connect everyone together. He maintained an incredible posture and focused on positives when solving problems. ✓ He was always passionate and helped motivate other team members. ✓ He is very connected levels and handles stressful situations easily. ✓ He quickly congratulated colleagues and built trust in his team. Below expectations that ✗
language preferences can be inappropriate. Her voice level was also inappropriate at times. ✗ He has a tendency to spark problems between his colleagues. ✗ He excessively tries to talk about topics that are not work-related. He should keep Related. ✗ He has a tendency to be sneered over small things. Its unpredictable nature makes his colleagues uncomfortable. ✗ he should
concentrate more on the positive side of his wife and his team. ✗ He has a tendency to interfere after a difficult decision has been announced. ✗ He failed to maintain his usually positive attitude in a stressful situation and often resorted to inappropriate tone and language. ✗ His Talents His Talents value to the company; However, his attitude to work is quite lacking. ✗ his



demeanor can be achieved and this negatively affects his team's morals. ✗ He needs to control his anger and attitude, he needs to learn not to respond too strongly towards negative situations. ✗ He could be a cause of conflict between his colleagues. ✗ She has an overly sensitive and pessimistic personality. He is easily disappointed with difficult problems or situations. He
should try to think more positively, focus on goodness and avoid being too concerned with the perceived negatives. ✗ He often has problems with his colleagues when they cooperate. He is easily angry and quarrels with his friends. ✗ of His arguments in his fellow conversations can make them angry. He was clearly aware of this but he did not make any attempts to change his
demeanor when talking about topics unfavored with the work. It is highly recommended that he improve his attitude. ✗ He is quite pessimistic and his mood affects other workers. ✗ He is careless and unmotifyed, which ultimately slows the team down. ✗ He did not address the stressful situation well. ✗ He complained about colleagues too often. His complaints build resettlement
on his team. ProsperForms — set up a form and start receiving submissions from your colleagues in minutes. 100+ available forms: reports, logs, requests, etc. or self-build. View and manage submissions on Timeline and Dashboard screens, generate PDF reports. Starting ✗ he is approachable and difficult to cooperate. ✗ He kept talking negatively about the project or
assignment given to him. ✗ He always had a negative attitude towards his work. ✗ His poor attitude in general affects his work. ✗ He talks negatively about other team members. ✗ needs to focus on the positive aspects of his job and his team. ✗ He always disrespects his manager. ✗ He often isolates himself and does not take good constructive criticism. Meet or Exceed
Expectations ✓ He uses sharp ideas and critically thought ability to resolve issues quickly. ✓ He decided the most appropriate solution to an issue by considering its pros and cons very carefully. ✓ He responded to any issues quickly. He is always looking for solutions to problems in a timely manner. ✓ Has strong thoughts and critical thinking skills that help him deal with the
problem well. ✓ He was careful and always thoroughly assumed everything before he put forward any ideas. ✓ He always thought twice before he encountered any problems. He rarely faces difficulties when faced with extreme situations. ✓ He uses creative strategies to proactively solve a variety of problems. ✓ He has consistently generated excellent solutions to the most
demanding problems. ✓ He focused on solutions to non-symptom problems. ✓ Has strong analytical skills that he applies to every stage of the troubleshooting process. ✓ He established problem solving that can be used, prioritised, and highly effective for every problem. ✓ He varies in style to solve his problems to meet the nature and demands of the problem itself. ✓ He
approaches all problems with confidence and hope that he will generate strong and innovative solutions. ✓ He is actively looking for problems that require the most creative thinking. ✓ He quickly analyzed the pros and cons of any solution before deciding what is the most effective way to solve a problem. ✓ He can find a timely solution for any problem quickly and effectively.
Under Normal Expectations✗ he never considered potential changes to the situation when making decisions. ✗ He rarely figured the results through. ✗ He did not have the ability to implement a reasonable solution to an issue. ✗ His son was never unique. ✗ a tendency to decide without thinking about the potential consequences. ✗ He makes a very disactive decision without
thinking. ✗ Never considered the possibility of the consequences of the decision. ✗ Never thought twice before making any decisions. ✗ that he often does not consider situations that may occur while carrying out tasks. ✗ The process of deciding is too rushed. ✗ He uses troubleshooting techniques that ultimately generate more problems. ✗ He created more problems than he
solved. ✗ He overlooked or underestimated the problem until they became key issues. ✗ He analyzes small issues and lets the bigger problem fester and grows ✗ He decides on the solution before properly analyzing. ✗ He came up with an incorrect, inadequate, and invalid solution. ✗ He does not analyze the situation and potentially affects his solution carefully before making a
final decision. ✗ she couldn't find the most effective solution to the problem because her ideas were always mediocre alone. Meet or Exceed Expectations ✓ remains focused on his team's goals despite the recent remarkable pressure. ✓ He quickly got to the heart the problem of identifying the root cause. This allowed him to simultaneously manage various projects, performing
well with each one. ✓ He knows how to prioritize short-term and long-term goals. ✓ He is a gem and knows the value of time. ✓ He kept faith in the team. ✓ He is a consistent performer, a great task scheduler, and has an ineterminent approach to solving problems. ✓ He is like a good software that offers smooth backward compatibility. ✓ His team has performed well over the
past year. ✓ He thought twice before doing anything that might not be worth it. ✓ his team looked at him as a positive influence. ✓ he never lost sight of his goal. ✓ technicality is too hard to solve for him. ✓ He knows the technology we take in it, and keeps himself informed of the latest changes. Below expectations when ✗ team meetings often outperform the allocated time. He
should seek to improve his time management skills to ensure the meeting begins and ends as scheduled. ✗ He was regularly late at work and did not comply with the proper work ✗ He needs to work on his ability to receive feedback from colleagues. ✗ He should improve his communication with his management team. ✗ He regularly withholds information from his team. ✗
People Have a tendency to make others feel intimidated when they suggest new ideas or ask for help. ✗ He should seek to approach his colleagues in a more professional and friendly manner. ✗ He didn't try to take creative risks. He created an intense environment that was not conducive to innovation. ✗ He did not comply with the proven sales script successfully. He tried to
unacceptable modify the script. ✗ did not work in a proven company policy for the ultimate success rate. ✗ He doesn't always keep his customers satisfied. He had a complaint filed against him for inappropriate feedback on customer feedback. ✗ He often misses the target and does not follow until now with the objectives expected of him. ✗ He did not have the immediate
responsibility or stepped forward when a new task or project arrived. ✗ He consistently depends on others. ✗ He should seek to improve his interactions with customers and how far he meets their needs. ✗ He rarely shows appreciation to his employees for the job well done. ✗ He should be more open to feedback and apply to his work to improve his accuracy and productivity.
ProsperForms is a cloud solution that brings a lighter tone of heart to messaging makes it easier to digest, and makes it easier for leaders to receive reports and provide feedback. How to use ProsperForms to improve communication and cooperation: Communication down: a) Build trust and enhance leadership communication by sharing regular updates and reasoning behind
your results. b) Share information about company announcements, branch news, new rentals, etc.c) Share company goals and objectives regularly. Bullish communication: a) Easily perform daily or weekly status updates for your team members by creating status feeds How do you contribute to team goals this week?. b) Create an automatic scheduled questionnaire with questions
like How can we improve?, Do you have any obstacles?, etc. For recurring questionnaires: nobody forgets to answer because it sends automatic reminders according to the repeat schedule you selected. Increase workplace satisfaction by increasing transparency: Each status update has a separate section for comment, which team members use to explain information, including
upcoming goals, and by leaders to provide feedback and better coordinate without post congratulations and admit work is done well. Use status updates for future references and reduce the time and effort spent on monthly, quarterly, and annual reports thanks to strong filtering and export features. Optionally, enrich reports with the latest updates automatically added from your
team's used web apps (such as project management tools, version control systems, support support financial application, CRM, etc.) by connecting this app to your status feed. Spend less time at meetings by making it more productive because everyone is on the same page at all times. Sharing: Status updates can either — be exported to files and printed, or sent via email; —
shared with online managers; or — shared online as a company-wide or all-team status report, i.e. all team members share progress with each other. How to configure status updates: Step 1: Create a Status Report applet — customize our preset form or create a new form in minutes with ease. Reminder setup if you want your team members to receive automatic reminders when
their reports are due. Configure who will submit a report by selecting the Participants tab. Step 2: Users will click the Open Submission Form button to fill in and submit a report. Data such as report type, date and name will be added automatically. Once a new status report is added, participants with view rights can see them in real time. Optional: Set the status applet as Team-
wide if you want all team members to view their status reports. Alternatively, you can create each participant to view its own reports only. The manager/stakeholder will view all reports. Add, remove, and assign new team members at any time. Once a new status update is added, participants with the View rights can see them in real time when they sign in to their account. Done!
Create your free account now
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